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ABSTRACT

Tl'¡c tcchniqucs of electromyography and clcctrogoniomct.ry worc

used to analyze the activity of the anterolateral abdominal muscles

and the erector spinae muscles of 20 normal female subject.s during

axial rotation of the trunk in the sit.ting position"

A cadaver survey and a pilot study rdere carried out to deter-

mine the most. appropriat,e locaÈion for surface electrodes on the abdom-

inal muscul-ature. An electrogoniometer capable of measuring thoraco-

lumbar rotation was developed, calibrated and tested for accuracy.

The raw electromyographic signals were full wave rectj-fied and low pass

filtered to give a linear t:nvelope configuration. The myoelecLric

sigttals and the Lracing from the elecLrogoniometer r{ere recordccl simul-

taneously on a moving chart recorder.

Each subject performed a defined rotation exercise five times.

the average amount of integrated electrical activity generated by each

muscle over the five trials røas measured and expressed as a percentage

of a maximum vol-untary contraction" The positions of average onset and

peak of muscle activity were correlated with specific points on the

goniometer tracing and were ultimateLy expressed as percentages of the

rotation cycle. The normalized values for the data were compared

between muscLes and between subjects"

The contralateral- upper lateral oblique and t,he ipsilateral lower

lateral oblique muscl-es showed the greatest amount of integrated elec-

t-rical acLivity and wcrc considercd to bc prime movers. The ipsilatcral

erector spinae also appeared to rotate the trunk and the activity



pattern of the lower lateral oblique indicated that one of its func-

tions was to purl the trunk back toward midline from the position of

extreme opposite rotaÈion. The lower lateral oblique and t,he erector

spinae of one side worked together as synergists to stabilize the

upper trunk as it rotated toward the opposite side. The erector spinae

muscres al-so were active biraterarry to prevent. trunk frexion thac

might otherwise result from unopposed activity of t.he abdominal muscles

during rotation" The $.psilaterar upper lateral oblique muscle was

consistent,J-y active during rot,ation and may have acted to stabilize the

a¡rcneurotic sheath of rectus abdominis and the linea atba in order co

a]low the contralateral upper lateral oblique to contract. \dith reverse

origin and insertion Èo bring about trunk rotation.
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Few investigators have examined the activity of the abdominal or

of the back musculature durinq axial rotation of the vertebral column.

Fewer still have analyzed the simultaneous activity of the two groups

of muscles in this motion; none has at.tempted to correlate muscle acti-

vity with measured axial rotation of the trunk.

Motion of the vertebral colrrrnn is the result of the sum of move-

ments taking place at the individual joints between adjacent vertebrae

(Cailliet, 1962; Farfan, L973; Kapandji, L974; Panjabi ' L977; White and

Panjabi, 1978). Because vertebral motion is the result of Èhis com-

posite movement, it has been difficult to quantify by other than radio-

graphic or invasive techniques (Matteri et al., L976) " fhese techniques

are, however, impractical for clinical studies and there is a need for

non-invasive method.s by which vertebral motion can be measured

accurately.

Movement at the individual joints of the vertebraf cohmn is the

result of the combined effect of the activity of the tmnk muscul-ature

and gravity. It is well- estabtished that the erector spinae muscles

are active to control trr:nk flexion from the erect position and to

extend the trr:nk from the forward flexed position (Floyd and Silver,

I95I, 1955). However, the role of the abdominal muscles in trunk move-

ments is not clear and recent advances in the understandinq and

quantification of the electromyographic signal have cast doubt on the

results of the previously reported electromyographic studies of the

abdominal musculature.

The present study was conducted to clarify the fur¡ction of the

abd.ominal and erector spinae muscles during thoracolumbar rotation in
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normal individuars and consisted of three phases. rn the first phase a

riterature review, cadaver survey and pirot, study were conduct.ed to
determine the specific pracement of erectrodes on the abdominal

muscles. rn the second phase an elect.rogoniometer capable of measur_

ing thoracorumbar rotation was developed, caribrat.ed and tested for
accuracy. rn the third and finar phase, erectrornyography and erectro-
goniometry were used simultaneously to anal_yze the activity of the

anterolateral abdominar and erector spinae muscles durinE thoracolumbar

rotation. The parameters of muscre activit.y used in t.he analysis werc

the amount of integrated erectricar activit,y expressed as a percent.agc

of a maximum voruntary contraction, and the onset and peak of muscle

activity, each of which was correlated to a specific arnount of trunk
rotation and urtimately expressed as a percentage of a totar rotation
cycle "

The data on muscre activity in normal individuars resulting
from this study can serve as a baserine for investigation into the
activity of the anterolateral abdominal- and erector spinae muscles in
individuats with adorescent idiopathic scoliosis. scoliosis is a

rotational defect of the spine (caitliet, 1975; Riseborough and Flerndon,

t975; Keim, r97B) and, as both abdo¡nínal and back muscr_es are active in
rotatio¡r of the thoracorumbar spine, their pattern of, activit.y in

scol-iotic individual.s should be investiEated.

Data on muscle frmction in normal individuals may also be applied

to a variety of clinical condit.íons and the methodoLogy and techniques

developed for this st.udy might be used to examine othen aspects of
normal muscle function and movement..
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EMB RYOLOGY

FORI'{ATION AND DIFFERENTIATION OF SOMITES

Àt the end of the second week of intrauterine deveropment thc
inner cell mass of t.he human embryo has clifferentrated into a bilamin¿rr
germ disc which consists of an endodermar- and an ectodermal germ raycr.
As the third week beginsu the primit.ive streak appears on the surface of
the ectoderm and ectodermal celts start. to migrate t,oward iÈ " These

cel-ls invaginate the primitive streak and spread out between the ectoderm
and endoderm Lo form the mesodermar germ rayer. rnitiarry the cerrs in
this rayer form a thin sheet on each side of the midline, however as the
notochord and neural tube developn the cel-l-s adjacent t,o these srructures
proliferate to form a tongitudinar corumn of paraxiar mesoderm. sy the
end of the third week Èhis paraxiar mesoderm begins to divide into pai-red

segmentar brocks or somites. The first pair of somites develops adjaccrrt
l-o t-hc crani;rl arca of thc notochorcl ancl new pairs clevelo¡r in an unirrtc¡r-
rupted craniocaudar sequence untir, by t,he end of the fifth week, there
are 42 to 44 pairs of somites (Hamilton et a1.o L972¡ Gray,s Anatomy,

L973¡ Moore, L977; Langman, lggl).

Each somite consists of tightry packed epitherioid cetrs which,
by the end of the fourth week, begin to differentiate. Those celrs in
the ventrar and medial area of the somite become polymorphous and migrate
toward the notochord and deveroping neurar tube to become arranged in a

loosely woven tissue--mesenchyme. This area of cells is known as the
sclerot.ome and wilÌ. give rise t.o connective tissue, cartil,aqe and bone
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of the axial skeleton. The dorsal wall of the somite constitutes the

dermomyotome. Cells proliferate from its medial aspect to form a closely
packed mass' the myotome, which wilL uLtimately form much of Lhe striatecl

muscul-ature of the body. lhe remaining cells in this sect.ion of t.her

somite s¡rrca<l ouL bc¡te-atlr the ovcrì.ying cctocìcrm ancl give risc ¡o tl¡c

dermis ancl subcutar¡eous t.issues of bhe skin (Hamilton eL al . o L972¡

Gray's Anatomy o 1973; Moore o 1977¡ Langrman, l_ggf ) .

DEVELOPMENT OF THE AXIAL SKELETON

The notochord is the primitive axis of the embryo" However,

because it is a flexibl-e cellular rod, it is inadequate as a supporting

structure and is retained only as a central axis about which the sclero-

tomes will organize to form the vertebral corumn (sensenig, rg4g; Gray's

Ànatomy, 1973; Moore o 1-g77l "

scl-erotomar cerLs proliferate and migrate ventromcdial-ty to

c¡rcl-osc t.hc ¡rotochord, separatins it from the gut and neural tubc. As

well-, these cell-s proliferate and condense around the notochord in such

a way that the sclerotome becomes divided into a more dense caudal- por-

tion and a less dense cranial portion, both areas being briefly separated

by a sclerotomic fissure. The cells in ehe caudal portion continue to

¡:roliferatc and sprcad into the intersegmental tissue unt.il eventually

the caudal portion of one somite fuses with Lhe cranial portion of the

adjacent somite to form the precart,ilaginous vertebrat body. 1.he meso-

derm adjacent to the screrotomic fissure condenses Èo form the peri-

chordal disc which wiII give rise to the intervertebral disc (Hamilton

et al., 1972¡ Gray's Anatomy 0 rg7 3; Langebartel , i,g77; Langman, l9B.l) .
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'l'hc notocltord dcgenerat.es and disa¡:pcars from the aì:oa of Llt¡

vertebral bodies but., in the area of t.he intervertebral disco it enlarqes

and persists as t.he nucleus pulposus" The anulus fibrosus and interverte-

bral ligaments develop from portions of sclerotomic Èissue t.hat do not

chondrify (Hamilton et, aI. , L972) "

Some sclerotomic cel-ls also migrate dorsally t.o enclose the neural

tube and thus form the neural arch of the primitive vertebra; others migrate

ventrolaterally into the body wal-l to form the costal processes. In the

thoracic region these processes will extend vent.ralty in the body wall to

meet the sternal plates, forming the nibs (Grayos Anatomy, 1973i Moore 0 l-g7-l)

During the sixth week, cenLres of chondrification appear first irr

the primitive vertebral bodyu forming the cartilaginous cenLrum. Ccnt-r:os;

then appear in the neural arch and ext.end ventrally to unit.e with Lhe

centrum, dorsally to fuse behind the neural tube forming the laminae and

spinous processes, and lateraLly bet.ween the myotomes to form the t.rans-

verse processes (Hamilton et al " o l-97?l "

ossification occurs in approximately the same seguence, beginning

during the embryonic period and ending at approximately the twenty-fift.h

year (Hamilton et al.o I972a Langebartel, L977e Moore, Ig77)"

DEVELOPI\.IENT OF THE MUSCLBS OF THE TRUNK

Àll trunk musculature is derived from myotomes, with thc cxccpLion

of certain lread a¡rd neck muscles that develop from branchial arch mesenchyme.

Because of the fusion of adjacent sclerotomes, the centre of each myo-

tome lies opposite an intervertebral disc. This position will allow the

muscles derived from the myotome to move adjacent vertebral bodies (Grayus

Anatomy, 1973; Langebartel, 1977 ¡ Moore I Lg77; Langman, lggl) "
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During the fifth week of development there ís rapid growth of tho

myotome such that it comes to lie adjacent to the neural tube dorsatJ-y

and extends into the somatopJ-eure ventrally. Axons from the ventral-

roots of the developing spinal nerves reach their respective myotomes

at this time. Between weeks five and six a longitudinal- constrict,ion

develops in the myoLomeu dividing it into a small dorsalu or epaxial,

¡rortion, and a large ventraL, or hypaxialu portion. These witl Later

be permanently separated by the developing transverse process. The

spinal nerve also divides into a dorsar primary ramus to the epaxial

region and a ventraÌ primary ramus to the hypaxial- region (llamill-c¡n ct--

al", 1972¡ Moorc, Ig77l "

The epaxial port.ion of the myotome wiLl- fonn the deep muscles of

the back. rt splits into a mediaÌ division, from which wilr devel_op

semispinalis, multifidus, rotatores and spÍnaX-is, and a lateral division

from which will develop longissimus and iliocostal-is (Hamil-ton et al.u

1972) .

The hypaxial portions of the thoracic and first Lumbar myoLomes

extend ventrally into the somatopleure t.o form a continuous muscular

sheet. fn Lhe abdominal_ region Èhis sheet has a narrord \,zentral subdivi-

sion that will form rect.us abdominis and a broad Iateral subdivision

that wiLl- ul.timatcly split into thrce layers to form obJ-iquus cxt-cr¡us

abdominis, obliquus internus abdominis and transversus abdominis

(Hamilton et aI., I972a lloore 0 J-9't71 "
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DEVULOP¡4ENT /\ND CLOSURB OI¡ TIID BODY þ¡ALL

During the fou¡rth week the embryo folds in the transverse pJ-ane

and the body wall thus for¡ned oonsists of a thin layer of somatopleure

(Moore, L977, " Myoblast.s from the hypaxial division of the myotomes

invade the somatopleure to cause an advancing thickening of the primitive

body wal-I " By the Late embryonic period this muscular thickening has

advanced to the point t,hat only a broad, diamond-shaped area of somato-

pleure remains arormd the attachment of the umbitical cord" Fusion of

the edges of the muscular body wall first begins in the upper thoracic

rcgion of thc embryo, thcn in the suprapubic rcAion ancl frc¡m thcsc two

arcas fusi.on cxt,cnds toward thc umb j.l icus; , thc I i nr-. o f f us;i.o¡r bcinc¡ t-l¡<l

linea alba. By week twelve the fusion of the definitive body wall- is

usually compì.ete (Hamilton et. al . , 19721 "

NORMAL ANATOMY

VERTEBRAL COLU¡,ßI

The vertebral column forms the axis of the body and is the cent.ral

pilrar of t,he trunk (Kapandji o L974) " rt is a strong yet flexible bony

and J-igamentous structure comprised of 33 vertebrae and interveninq

-irtLc.rvcrl-cbral discs (l,asL, 1978) . thc vc.rt-cbr¿rc slrow rcr¡i.orral v¡¡rl -

al- j or¡ ancl arc di f fcrcntiaN-c.cl i,nto scvan ccrv.ic;rJ , twclvc Lllol:ac j.c, f ivc

Lumbar, five sacral" and four coccygear" By approximately age 23 the

five sacral vertebrae have fused to form a sinqle mass and therefore

there are 24 presacral vertebrae (Grant0s Method, t9g0).
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Because of its riEidity, the vertebral column qivcs static support

to the head and trunk, attachment to the ribs, and protects the neuraxrs

(cailliet, 1962; r,ast.d 1978). since it is arso a frexibre structure, it.
permits rocomotion and purposeful movement (cailliet, L962; Kapandji,

1974) "

cail-liet (1962) considers the vert.ebral corumn to be an aggregate

of superimposed segments, each being a self-contained functional unj_t.

The functional unit itself consists of an anterior element containing

two vertebral bodies separated by an intervening intervertebral disc, and

a posterior element which contains tqro synoviat articulations. The func-

tion of the anterior element. is to support, bear weigrrt and absorb

shocks while that of the post.erior el-e¡nent is to guidc and limit ncvcmerìc

between two adjacent vertebrae (White and Hirsch, 197l) 
"

During fetal life the vertebral column is curved into o¡re continu-
ous anterior concavity which is designated the primary curvature (Grav,s

Anatomy, 1973). As fetar development proceeds the l_umbosacral angre

appears" After birthn as the child raises and balances it.s head, the

cervical part. of the vertebrar corumn becomes concave posteriorly.

Kapandji (1974) states that during evolutionary deveropment the transit-ion
from quadrupedal to bipedal stance led first to straightening and then

to inversion of the l-umbar curvature and that similar changes are recapi-
tuÌated during ontogeny. Therefore, at birth the lumbar corumn is co¡r-

vex in its posterior aspecto but by J-3 months the convexity disappears

and from three years of age onward the posterior concavity is evident..

By early childhood the vertebral column has two primary curvatures I

in the thoracic and sacral- regions, and t,rro secondary curvatures, ln the
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cervical and l-urù¡ar regions (Grayos Anatomyo Lg73; Grant's Method, tgBO).

The cervical curve is considered to extend from the first cervical to the

second thoracic verLebra, the thoracic curve from the second Èo the

t'weLfth thoracic vertebra, the lumbar curve from the twetfth thoracic

vertebra to the lumbosacral angle and the sacral curve from the lumbo-

s.rcral angle t-o the apcx of l-he coccyx (Gray's Arr.rtomy, 1973).

The spinal curvatures t.hat result from normal clcvelopme¡t are

tcrmed "physiologícal'u and are produced partly by t.he wedge-shape of

the vertebral bodies, but chiefly by the intervertebrar discs (Last,

1978). rn the cervical and lrunbar areas the discs grow unequally such

that they are thicker anteriorly than they are posterrorry. rn late
chil-dhood it is quite co¡nmon to find that a minor Ìatera] curvature has

developed in the thoracic region of the vertebral corumn" Tlris is

usually due to the predominant use of one of the upper 1imbso and sliqht

compensatory curves are always present above and below such a curvature

(Gray0s AnaÈomy, 1973). Scoliosis is the term applied to an abnormal

latcral" curvature of the vert.ebral column (Riseborough and llerndon,

1975¡ Keim, L978a Moe et aI.n 1979). It has recently been proposed

that all l-ateral curvatures greater Lhan llo be considered abnormal

(Brooksa lgg0) 
"

VERTEBRAE

Each of xhe 24 presacral vertebrae has certain common elements

which vary somewhat' in specific regions accord.ing to function. A typical
vertebra has a cytindrical body which consists of a dense bony cortex

surrounding a spongy medulla" The cortex of the superior and inferior

aspects is thickened at the periphery to form a distinct rim which rs
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derived from the epiphyseal plate and fuses to the vertebral body at age

14 to l-5 (Kapandji, L974, " Attached to the posterior aspect of the body

is Èhe vertebral arch, composed of a pair of cylindricar pedictes

Iaterally and a pair of flattened laminae which fuse in midline ro com-

plete the arch posteriorly. Seven bony processes take origin from the

ventebral arch" The single spinous process arises from the junction of

thc two la¡nittae and is dirccted backwards. 'I'he l-wo transvorse proccsscs

originate at. the junction of laminae and pedicles ancl are cìirected

Iaterallyo while the four articular processes arise from the same resion

with two directed superiorry and two inferiorly. rn addit.ion, each

vertebral arch has associated with it costal elemenÈs which become inde-

pendent units, the ribs, only in the Èhoracic region. In the other

divisions of the vert.ebral column the cosLal elements remain undeveloped

and fuse with the vertebrae (Gray.s Anatomy, 1973).

A typical cervicar vertebra has a smalr body which dispì_ays prom-

inent upturned rims rateralry and an overhanging rip in midrine infer-

iorly. Its spinous process is bifid and the transverse processes are

distinguisl-rcd by foramina transversaria. The short articular þrocesscs

form a bony column cut obliqucly into segments such that the facets o¡

the superior processes face upward and backward while Lhose of the

inferior processes face downward and forward (Grayrs Anatomy, L913¡

Last, 1978; Grantos Method, l_9gO) 
"

The body of a typical thoracic vertebra is cl¡aracterized bv bilat-

eral' upper and lower demifacet.s for articulat,ion with the heads of ribs.

Costal facet.s are also found at the tips of the cransverse processes.

The spinous processes are long, slant backwards and down, and overlap.
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Tl¡r: arl-icul-¿lr surfaces of Lhe superior art-icular ¡rroccsscs lie on an arc

of a circle whose cenLre lies approximately at. the cent-re of the vcrte-

brar body, and these face posteriorly, slightly laterarly and upward.

Those of the inferior articul-ar processes face forward and slightty

medially (Gray0s Anatomy, 1973; icapandji 0 lgj4; Cunningham, L977¡ Last,

1978) "

Attached to the Lhoracic vertebrae are the expanded costal elements

of the vertebral arch, the 12 pairs of costae, each costa consisting of

rib bone and costal cartilage (Gray's AnaLomy, L973¡ Grantus Method,

f980). The head of each rib is shaped like a blunt arrowhead and arti-

culates via synovial joints wit.h its numericalty corresponding vertebral

body and that of the vertebra immecliatety above. The apex of the heacl

is bound to the disc bel-wcen thc tvuo vcrt.cbrac by a t.ransvcrsely-¡rJ.acccl

int,ra-articular ligament " The tubercle of the rib articulates wi¡h the

transverse process of its numerically corresponding vertebra and is

strongly at.tached to it by costotransverse ligaments. By means of the

superior costotransverse ligament, the tubercle of the rib is bound to

the transverse process of the vertebra next ahove. Anteriorly, the

costae articulate directly and indirectly with the sternum. These arti-

culations are all synovial except for those of the first rib which are

synchondroses" Íherefore, in the thoracic region a semi-rigid cage of

bone is formed by the vertebral column posteriorly, the ribs laterally

atrcl th<: sl-ernum antcriorly (llollinshcad , I976; Cunrri,nr_¡hantu IgTl ; L¡st,

1978; Grantos Mcthodo t9B0).

In the lumbar region a typical vertebra has a stout, massive body

which is sriEhtry higher anteriorly than posteriorJ_y and thus is
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\,Jedgc-slì¿ìpcd. 'l'hc spinous proccss is shorL, Lhick and quadranc_¡ular:

wlrile Lirc transvcrsc proccsses are thin and l-ong. The facet.s of t-ht:

articular processes are oriented vertically; those of the superior pro-

cesses face medially and backward while those of the inferior processes

face laterally and forward (Gray¡s Anatomy, I973e Last, 1978; Grantos

Method, 1980).

The sacrum, composed of five fused vertebrae, is the foundation

platform upon which is balanced the superincumbent spinal column and

thus it bears the weight of the head, trunk and upper extremities (Cailliet,

1962¡ tast l-978) " It is triangular in outline, concave anteriorly, con-

vex posl-eriorly with a large auricular surface on either side for a¡:t.i-

culation with the hip bones. Superiorly, the base present.s all the fea-

turcs of a ty¡rical vcrtcbra in a slight.l-y rnodificd form. 'l'Ìrc u¡r¡:cr rilrr-

face articul"ates with the fifth lumbar vertebra and sl-opes downward and

forward. Any tendency for the lumbar vertebra to slide forward on the

sacrum is prevented in part by the large, urrdard projecting superior

articul-ar processes of t.he sacrum. These are directed medially and back-

ward to articulate with the inferior proceses of the fifth lumbar verte-

bra (Gray0s Anatomy, I973¡ Hollinshead, 1976¡ Cunningham, 1977¡ Grant0s

Method, 1980).
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JOINTS OF THE VERTEBRAL COLUITN

rn the anterior elements of the vertebral colurui, the joint

between two adjacent vertebral bodies is classified as a syrnphysis, Lhe

two vertebral plateaus being joined by a fibrocarLilaginous interverte-

bral disc (Graycs Anatomy, I973i Kapandji, IgTq). The intervertebral

disc has two component parts--the peripheral anulus fibrosus and the

central- nucl-eus pulposus. The anulus f,ibrosus consist.s of concentric

lamcllac of clcllsc fibrous tissue ancl fibrocartilagc, each lamclla bcinr¡

oriented obtiqueì"y to the onc adjacent to it. The l-amellae are firmlv

attached to the vertebral bodies (Hollinshead, I976i Cunningham, 1977 ¡

Ghadially, I97B¡ Stockwell_ ø LgTg). The nucleus pulposus is a strongly

hydrophilic Aelatinous pulp that is confined and hetd under pressure by

the anulus fibrosus" It consist,s of approximately 88 percent water and

is Èherefore essentialLy incompressibl-e although its fluid nature

allows it to change shape easily (Cailliet, 1962; Holtinshead, 1976;

Cunningham, 1977¡ Last, 1978; Grant¡s Methodu l9g0).

The two vertebral bodies are also linked by ligament,s" The anter-

ior ì-ongitudinal Iigament extends from occiput Lo sacrum on the anterior

aspect of thc vertebral colunn and is thicker and narrower in the

thoracic rcgion than i¡l the cervical or Lumbar regions. rt is firmry

attachcd to Lhe anterior surface of the i-ntervertebraL discs and to the

margins of the vertebral bodies, but is rather loosely attached to the

middle of the bodies. The posterior longit.udinal ligament, also extends

the length of the vertebral column" rt is located on the posLerior

aspect of thc vertebral bodies, inside the vertebral canal. The marqins
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of the ligament appear serrat.ed as its fibres extend laterally to bind

closel-y to the intervertebral disc and t.he edges of the vertebral bodies

but those fibres in the middle of the vertebral body form a narrow band

that is not attached to bone (Grayrs Anatomy, 1973; Cunninghamo L977¿

Last, 1978) " These J-igaments also reinforce the anulus fibrosus of the

intervertebral disc and hold Èhe disc under tension (Kazarian , 1975¡

Hollinshead, I976¡ Stockwel-l-, 1979) .

Tho posterior elements of the vertebral column are united by

synovial joints betwcen the superior and inferior art.icular processes

of adjacent vertebrae. They have all- the features of a t.ypicaJ- synovial

articulation. Ligaments join the vertebral arches, spinous and trans-
verse processes" The laminae of adjacent vertebrae are united bv the

strong ligamentum flavum while the spinous processes are joined by the

thino weak interspinous tigament and by the more superficial an¿ strons

supraspinous Iigament" Adjacent transverse processes are connected bv

the intertransverse ligaments which form rounded cords in the thoracic

region but are thin and membranous in the cervical and lumbar reqions

(Gray¡s Anatomy, 1973; Kapandjiu L974i Cunningham, 1977 Tasta l97g;

Grant!s Method, t9B0).

The articulat.ion of the fÍfth lumbar vertebra srit.h the Ìrase of thcr

sacrum is very similar to that of t.he joints betweenthelumbar vert.ebrae.

However, the lumbosacral intervertebral disc is very thick and is more

wedge-shaped than the lumbar discs in order to accommodate the consider-

able anguration between the two bones" stability is enhanced by the

widely spaced sacraL superior articular processes and by the strong
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iliolunbar Iigaments (Gray's Anatomy, L973¡ cunningham, L977e Grantos

Method, f980).

At the bilateral synovial sacroiliac joints the sacrum is firmly

wedged between the iliac bones and is held in position by the strong

sacroiliac¡ sctct'ospinous and sacrotuberous ligaments. The weight of thc

superimposed verLcbral column tends to push Lhe sacrum down and rotate

iÈs base forwarcl" This is prevented by Lensi.on in the ligaments" The

sacroiliac joint transmits Èhe weight of the body through the hip bones

to the lower extremities and prevents the direct transmission to the

vertebral column of forces applied to the feet (Grayus Anatomy' 1973¡

Cunningham, 1977¡ Last, L978¡ GranL'0s Method, 1980) "

MOVEMENTS OF THE VERÎEBRÀL COLUMN

T\ao adjacent vertebrae and their adjoining soft tíssues constitute

a motion segment (White and Hirsch, 197I) " Each motion segrnent has

three degrecs of freedom, the movenu¡nl-s possible being flexion and cxtcn-

sion, abduction and adduction, and axial rotation. In addition, transtra-

tion can occur in three planes resulting in anteropost.erior translaLiort,

lateral translat,ion and vertical translation (Farfan, 1973; Panjabi, L9'77) .

Pure movement in any of the three planes rarely' if ever' occursi

rather, vertebral motion is the resul-t of coupling in which rotation

about one axis is consistently associated with rotation about a second

axis (white, L97I; Farfan, 1973; Pope et al.o 1977; Frymoyer etal"'19791"

Because of coupJ-ing, axial rotation is always accompanied by lateral

bending and some degree of flexion (Arkin, 1950; Farfan' 1973; Weisn

1975¡ Koreska et al., L977¡ Pope et al., 1977¡ Gracovetsky et al", 198f).
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AII movements are possible in the cervical regiono however most

of the movement occurs in the upper portion of t.he spine between the

skul-l- and the atlas and axis vertebrae. Below this area the orientation

of the articular facets allows extensive flexion and free lateral

flexion, but only slight rotation. Lateral flexion is enhanced by the

l-ateral convexity of the inferior surface of the vertebral bodies and

the corrcsponding concavity of the superior surface. Becausc of shor:t-

spinous processes, free exLension is possible. The relative thickness

of the cervical intervertebral discs also contributes to freedom of

movement in this reEion (Cailliet, 1962r Gray0s Anatomy, 1973;

Hollinsheadn 1976¡ Cunningham, L977) "

Range of movement is Ìeast in the thoracic region. The orienta-

tion of the articular facets allows rotation and lateral ftexion, but

restricts fLexion and extension (Gray0s Anatomy, I973; Cunningham, 1977i Last,

f978). There is relatively more fl-exion than extension in this region,

flexion being limited by the ligamentum flavum and exLension by the

ovc-'rl a¡l¡ri trcJ :;¡rirrotrs l)rocesscs. Thc ligamcntum f }avum aLscl rcstri,cLsi

axial rotation (White, 1971- r IloIIinshead, f976) . .411 movencnt is

severely resLricted by the ribs and sÈernum and also by the thin inLer-

vertebral discs (Grayus Anatomy, l-973; Weis, L975d Last, 1978)" Although

the interseg:mental movement in the thoracic spine is limited, Èhe cumu-

lative motion for the entire region is substantial- (t¡hite and Panjabi o

1978).

The intervertebral discs in the lumbar region are large and allow

free flexion and extension as well as lateral flexion" The short

spinous processes presenL no impedimenL to extension. Rotation is
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severely limited by locking of the articular processes (Gray,s Anaromy,

1973, Cunninglram, I977 ¡ Last, lgTg).

'l'lte irrLtlrvct:tt¡bral clisc l¡ctwcc-n the f if th lumbar arrcl f i rst. s¿rcr¿r L

vertebrae is the thickest in the vertebral column, allowing free flexion,

extension and 1aÈerar frexion. However, the wideJ-y -spaced articular
processes at the l-umbosacral joint and the strong iLiolumbar ligament

effectively limit axiar rotation. Because of its shape and strong tiga-
ments' movement at the sacroiliac joints is very slight and is limitecl

to minimal rotation about. a coronaL axis (Grayrs Anatomy, 1973;

Cunningham, I977¡ Grantss Method, l9g0).

ABDOMINAL MUSCLES

Four largc, flat muscles constitut.e the anterolateral abclominal_

w¿rl-r--rccLus abclomi.is, obliquus exr-crnus abdominiso obliquus intcr.us

abdominis and transversus abdominis.

Rectus abdominis is a long strap muscle extendinq from the

crest of the pubis to the front, of the xiphoid process and neighboring

costar carr-ilages of ribs five to seven" rt is separated from its fel-

low by the fibrous linea alba and is enclosed in a sheath formed by the

aponeuroses of the other flat muscles (Gray0s Anat.omy, L973e Grant's

Method, l98O).

The externar and internal oblique muscles extend diagonall_y

across the abdomen, the middre fibres of, one muscle nunning at ri,ght

angles to t-hose of the other" Externaì- oblique takes orÍgin from t.hc

cxtcrnal surfacc of thc lowcr eight ribs and radiates downward ancl

medialJ-y to attach to the anterior half of the outer tip of the iliac
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crest." The posterior border is free. The middre and upper fibres end

in a sheet'-like aponeurosis that is aÈtached to the pubic tubercte and

the lengLh of the rinea alba. Muscle fibres rarery descend beyond a

line from t.he anterior superior iliac spine to the umbiricus (Gray's

Anatomy¿ 1973; Cunningham, 1971¡ Grant0s Method, I9g0). The internal

oblique muscle arises from the lumbosacral fascia, anterì.or two-t.hirds

of the iLiac crest and lateral two-t.hirds of the inguinal ligament.. ïts

fibres fan upward and mediallyu the posterior fibres are almost vertical

and unite the iliac crest and the rib cage while the uppermost fibres

form a short, free superomedial border" The fibres arising from the

inguinal ligarnent arch downward. and medially to attach to the medial

part of the pecten pubis while the middle fibres end in an aponeurosis

that splits at t.he lateral border of rectus abdominis, forms it.s sheatho

and ends in the linea alba (crayus Anatomy, 1973; Cunninghamo L977¡

Grant.¡s Method, l98O) .

The transversus abdominis is a thin musclc t.hat takes oricrin from

the lumbodorsal fasciao the anterior two-t.hirds of the iliac crest and

the lateral third of the inguinal Iigament. Its fibres run horizontal-lv

and also end in an aponeurosis which superiorly bJ-ends with the linea

alba and inferiorly inserts into the pecten pubis with the tendinous

fibres of internal oblique. This aponeurosis forms part of the ¡'los¡erior

aspect. of the rectus sheath (Gray0s Anatomyo L973¡ Lasto I97g).

The abdominal muscles are innervated by t.he ventral rami of the

lower six thoracic spinal nerves and, with the exception of rectus

abdominis, by the itioinguinal and iliohypogastric branches of the first

lumbar spinal nerve" The blood supply to t.he lateral abdominal wall is
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frorn the musculophrenic, Iumbar, iliolumbar,

inferior epigast.ric vessels. The upper part

supplied by the superior epigastric vessels,

epigastric (Gray's Anatomy, lgj3; Cunningham,

Method, 1980) 
"

dee¡r circumflex iliac and

of rect.us abdominis is

the lower by the inferior

1977 ¡ Last, 1978; Grant,s

Electromyographic studies of the abdominal muscul-ature have been

summarized in the major anatomy texÈbooks" The abdominal musculacure

supports the abdominal viscera during sitting and standing, the internal
oblique being continuously active durinq stanciinq¡ l)rcsqmôbly to l)rotccL

t-hc inguinal region. contraction of the ab<ìominal musclcs raises ilrc

itrl-ra-al¡domi¡ral pressure, convert.ing t.he trunk int.o a rigicl pillar aucl

thus protect.ing t.he lumbar spine during weight rifting. This raising
of the int.ra-abdominal pressure is also required during forced expira-

tion and expulsion of abdominal contents (Grayrs Anatomy, I973e Kapandji,

r974') 
"

rn movements of the trunk, head raising and trunk frexion from

the supine position are brought about by contraction of rectus abdominis

assisted by the obligues while during lateral flexion from this position,

arr muscles are active, Þuring extension of the trunk from the ortho-

grade position all muscles contract. to prevent loss of equilibrium.

'l'rurlk rotation is brought about by contraction of tÌ¡c ipsilal-cral i¡tcr-

rr¿rl oblicluc ancl Lhe co¡rt-ralatcral cxt.crnal oblicluc (Gray o s Ar¡at.omy o

r973i I-loJ.l-inshead, L976a cunningham, L971 ¡ Last, 197g; Grantrs Method,

1980) .

The abdominal muscl-es also play a rol-e in stabilization of the

¡>elvis during movemenL in the supine position a¡rd of the trunk as a
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whole during gait (Floyd and Silver, 1950; f,l_int and Gudgell, 1965;

Lipetz and Gutin o rg-to; Fitzgerard, r-9zr; waters and Morris, 1970).

DEEP MUSCLES OF TIIE BACK

on ciLhcr sidc of the vcrtebral spirìous processes in thc l-lroraci.r:

and l-umbar arcas¡ Lhe deep back muscles are arranged in two columns,

superficial a¡rd deep, each consisting of a number of constituent muscle

bundles (Grantos Method, t98O).

The most superficial column, the erector spinaeu has an extensive

origin from the spinous processes of the Last two thoracic and aLl lum-

L¡ar vertebrae, the median and rateral sacral crests and the posterior

aspect of the iliac crest. rn the lower l-umbar area it forms one muscre

mass and in the upper lumbar area it divides into three bundles which

ascend to insert into vertebraerribs, and skur-l. spinal-is, the most

mcdiaÌ bundl-c, r:xtcrrds Ìretween the upper lumbar ancì u¡rpcr thor¿¡cic

vcrtebral spi tles. Tlte i¡rtcrmecliat.e bundle, longissimus, attaches to tlrc

tips of the thoracic Lransverse processes while the lateral bundle,

iJ-iocost.alis, inserts into the angles of the ribs (Gray0s Anatomy, 1973;

Hollinshead, L976¡ crantas Method, l9g0).

The deeper columno the transversospinaliso is made up of three

constituent muscle bundl-es which run obliquely upward and medially from

transverse processes to vertebral spines" The most. superficial muscle

bundle is semispinalis, which, in the thoracic region, arises from the

transverse processes of the sixth to twelfth thoracic vertebrae and is

inserted into the spinous processes of the upper four thoracic and lower

two ccrvicar vcrr-obrac. scmis¡rinaris ccrvicis ariscs from uppcr
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thoracic vertebrae to insert into uppcr cervical spines while scmi_

spinalis capitis also arises from upper thoracic vertcbrac ancl inserts
rnLo thc occipital bone. The intermediate bu¡rrlle, m'rtificlus, is the
largest and has an extensive origin from the dorsal aspcct of the sacrì.¡m,

the aponeurosis of the overrying erector spinae, medial surface of the
posterior superior iriac spine and rumbar and t.horacic transverse pro_

cesses. It attaches, by way of fascicles, to the spinous processes of
vertebrae two to three levers above. The deepest rayer, rotatores, is
only represented well in the thoracic region" rts fascicLes run from a

transverse process to the spinous process of the vertebra next above

(Grayss Anatomy, L973¡ Hollinshead, 1976; Last, l-97g; Grant,s Method,

1980).

Bot.h deep

and lumbar spinal

cosLal, subcostal

Method, 1980).

muscre masses are innervated by dorsal- rami of thoracic

nerves. Blood supply is from the posterior inter_

and lumbar vcssels (Gray,s Anatomy, 1973; Gra¡rt.rs

The specific aclion and function of the deep back muscres is not
yet clear. However, it is generarry her-d that both groups of muscles

control trunk flexion from the orthograde position. Erector spinae is
considered to be the chief extensor of the spine. Rotation to the
ipsirateral side wourd seem to be a function of erector spinae whire
transversospinarisu acting uniraterarJ-y, is theoretrcarly capabre of
rotating the vertebral- column to the contralaterar sÍde arthough its
detailed pattern of action is unknown (Gray,s Anatomy, I973¡ Gardner et
al' 1975) " Bol-lr erector spinac and transversos¡rì.nalis are active duri'c¡
amburation, possibly to prevent forward frexion of the trunk (l^laters a¡rd

Morris, 1970).
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THORACOLUIUBAR ROTATION

INTRODUCTTON

The point about which motion occurs is defined as the centre of

rotation (Farfan, 1973) " The theoretical centre of axial rotation in a

vertebra is defined as the intersect,ion of two lines passing through t.he

centres of the surfaces of the articular facets and drawn perpendicular

to the Plane of the facets. The cenLre of rotati.on of a thoracicj verLr)-

l:ra will lic withi¡r Lhe arca of or anterior to the body of thc vcrL.cbran

while the centre of rotation of a lurnbar vertebra wilt lie posterior t-o

Lhe body. Rotation in the thoracíc spine will- therefore be relarir¡otv

free and will be of a twisting nature; in the lumbar spine rotation is

restricted it is of a shearing nature (Gregersen and Lucas 0 Lg67't "

As described previousry, movement in the spinal column is the

cumulative result of a possible six excursions at. eaeh motion segmenÈ "

Pure axial rotation does not occur in the thoracolumbar spine because

rotation is inevitably accompanied by coupred motion (Farfan, L973¡

Panjabi et aI., L976¡ white and Panjabi, 1-978). This coupled motion

was demonstrated by Lumsden and Morris (1968) who found t.hat axial

rot.at.ion j-n t.he thoracol-umbar spine had a component of, fl-exion which

courd not- bc cradicat.cd, evcn by conscious efforL on the part of the

subj ect "
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TECHNIQUES FOR MEASUREMENT

According to Matteri et al" (1976)u direct physical and kine-

matic analysis of the inÈaet human spine ín oiuo is notoriously diffi-

cult. Consequently, the majority of studies of thoracolumbar rotation

have been carried out on autopsy specimens and, during postmortem

investigations, motion scgmcnts or larger portions of spj.ncs havo l>con

subject.ed to a variety of experimental techniques.

In one approach, a vertebral body is fixed rigidly white steel

rods, nail-s or wires are threaded through t.he body of the vertebra next

above" Torque can then be apptied to the upper vertebra and relative

movement can be measured by displ-acement gauges (tdhíte and llirsch, 1971;

Panjabi et al., L976¡ Panjabi, 1977; Pope eL aI"u 19771"

Radiographyo either i¡ one or t$ro planes has al_so been used to

study rotation in postmortem specimens" Nash and Moe (L969) attempted

to determine the relative effectiveness of the Cobb method versus the

pedicle shadow method of measuring rotation. l{hite (197r) inserted

sLcel" baÌIs into tlre body of t.he upper vertebra of a motion segment,

applied torque and used radiography to measure t.he chanEe in position of

the balls. MatLeri et al" (L976) and Koreska et al" (1977) used

biplanar radiography to measure axial rotation in segments of spines.

Photography was used by CosseÈte et aL" (L971) " Tv,ro wires were

embedded in the free vertebraL body of an embedded spinaL segment,

torque was applied and multiple e:(posure photographs were taken of the

excursion of the wires at defined ir¡crements of Èorque. Measurements

were then made from the changes of, position of the wíres in the photographs.
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Based on t.he findings of postmortem experiments, mathematicar

rnodcls of vertebrar rotation have becn deveroped by panjabi et atr.

(.1976) and by Rab er at. (Ig77l 
"

Few in uiuo stud,ies of thoracolumbar rotat,ion have been carried
out' Gregersen and Lucas (1967) inserted steinmann pins into vertebral
spinous processes from the first thoracic to the fifth lumbar vertebra
of male volunteers. llo subject had less than two pins and. the maximum

number inserted per subject was eight. The position of the pins was

confirmed by roentgenogram. A sacral belt wiÈh a horizontar rod

mounted at' the l-evel of the second sacral vertebra was used and, by means of a

relative rotation transducer, the amount of roÈation between the thoracic
and rumbar pins and the mounted sacrar pin was measured.

'fhe same approach was used by Lumsden ancl Morris (1968) who con-

fined their i'vestigation to t.he spinal segment between the fourth
lumbar verLebra and Èhe sacrum. steinmann pins were inserted into t.he

spinous processes of the fourth and fifth lumbar vertebrae and arso into
the two posterior superior iliac spines. The ratter two pins were

joined by a cross bar and rotation of Èhe fourth and fifth lumbar verte-
brae rel-ative to the cross bar was rneasured.

Loebl" (1973) used a pendulum goniometer to measure spinal rot.a-

tion. The subject was praced on his side, rying with hips and knees

fl-exed to 90o- The subject moved his shoulders to the prone position

and his head was rotated to face in the opposite direct.ion. The gonio-

meter was placed across the forehead and then at. the first thoracic,

twelfth thoracic and sacral levels to record the surface inclinat-ion

from the vertical_.
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Pope et aI. (I977t and Frymoyer et al. (l_979) used biplanar
radiography to study spinal rotation in uiuo. subjects vrere att.ached

to a mova}¡le frame by way of two praster half sherr casts, one mor-ded

to the anterior superior íliac spines and greater trochanters, the other
molded to the sternum and rib cage between ribs eight. and eleven. This
-fixat.ion allowed controLled input of movement to the subject via the

frame. Radiographs were taken in t.he resting position and at the cnd

of the range of movement. pope et al. (1927) felt., howevero that neflex
muscle activity influenced Lhe measurement of range while Frymoyer et
aI" (1979) stated that errors in the radioEraphic technique are in ¡he

order of two to three degreeso although behavior of spinal segments in
cadavers and the human subjecÈ v¡as simil-ar"

Routine crinicar, measurement of spinar rotatÍon usualry takes

two forms--radiography and direct observation. lrlhile radiography J_s

widely used, Stoddard (1959), Nash and Moe (f969) and Koreska et, al.
(Lg77) contend that it does not give an ."",rr.a. measurement of rotation
and Kapandji (Ig74) st,ates that axial tomography lacks the definition
reguired for the study of, vertebral rotation. Measurement of axial
rotation by direct observat.ion is imprecise. The Ameri.can Academy of
orthopaedic surgeons (1965) advocates est.imatíng the degree of spínal

rotation by comparing a patientus range of mot,ion to that of an i.ndivid-
ual of similar age and physícar- build and expressing the resurt, ín
degrees or percentage of fulr range" Kapandj í (Lg74, recommends view-

ing the patient from above and measuring the angJ-e made by a ríne join-
ing the scapulae and a line in the frontal pranee running through the

vertex of t,he skull_.
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Values for rotation at defined levels of the thoracolumbar spine

have been established by the postmortem and, ir¿ ui,uo sLud.ies and are pre-

senÈed in Table I "

The figures cited by !ùhite and panjabi (1978) were compired from

a review of the literature and were derived from a weighting which con-

sidered the nature of the experiments that generated them as welr as

their congruence with the overalf knowtedge of the subject. The stud.ies

of Gregersen and Lucas (1967) and Lumsden and Morris (197g) were not

included in their review.

I"IUSCLES CONSIDERED RESPONSTBLE FOR MOVEMENT

lllcct.romyography has bccn uscd cxl-cnsivcly ovcr Lho ¡rasl_ 30

years Èo study muscle acLivity during movements of the trunk, however

comparatÍvely few studies have included thoracol-umbar rotation and, of

those, most of the investigation has focused on muscLes of the back.

Portnoy and itÍ,orin (f956) found t.he erector spinae muscles to be

active bilaterally during trunk rotation and, that the muscle of either

side could predominate regardless of the direction of rotation. The

ipsilateral erector spinae was found to be active by Morris et al"
(1961), but they proposed that it acts more to stabilizc the trunk than

it does to initiate rotation, an opinion that was shared by lrtraters and

Morris (1970). Jonsson (1970) investigated thc act.ivit-y o!. both

erector spinae and t.ransversospinalis during trunk rotation in sittincl

and discovered that, in the lumbar area, the contrarateral multifidi

and ipsilateral iriocostaris showed marked activity. rn addition,

Iongissimus was act.íve ipsilateralty at the first lumbar (Li ) level and.
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TABLE I" EXPERI}TENTAL VÃLUES FOR THORÀCOLUMBAR ROTATTON*

SPINAL LEVEL STUDY I STUDY 2 STUDY 3 STUDY 4

Tr-Tz

Tz-T:

T:-T¿

T¿-T5

Ts-Te
.F.-.F-
-t] -/

Tz-Tg

TB-T9

T9-Tro

TLo-Ttt

Ttr-Tlz
Tr2-Lt
L]-Lz
Lz-L3

L3-L¿

L¿-Ls

Ls-st

B7

70

74

83

57

48

34

44

29

L5

Ll

67

87

78

70

62

54

46

38

30

23

l9
L7

L5

IJ

1L

I
7

5

25

I_0"7

7.O

sÎuDy l_ =

STUDY 2 =

STUDY 3 =

STUDY 4 =

Gnegersen and Lucas, 1967. AtI val_ues are in

rel-at,ion to the fj.xed pelvis, sit,Èing position.

Lumsden and Morriso L969. AI_l values are in

relatíon to t,he fixed peJ_vis, straddling posÍtion"

I.oebL, 1973.

White and Panjabi, 1978" AII_ values are Ín

relation to the fixed pelvis and are derived

from the l-iterature.

*All figures are for totaL rotatíonp i.e., Left ptus rì.ght.
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contraraterarly at the fourth and fifth rumbar (L4o L5) r.ever-s.

Þnisch and Basmajian tlg72) studied the deep back muscres and their
findings indicated that the muscl-es in the t,horacic region were arways

slightly to moderately active during trunk rotaÈj-on ín sitting while the

activity of the lumbar muscles was l-ess than that, of the t,horacic

muscles" when the specific acÈívity of t,he thoracic muscles was

investigated, they found them to be active contralaterally in 448 of the

subjects and ipsilaterally in 20å of the subjects while acÈivity could

noÈ be relaÈed to direction of roÈation ín 36% of Èhe subjects. similar
scrutiny of lumbar muscles revealed them to be active contralaterarly
in 56% of Èhe subjectsu and ipsitat,eraLly in l_28 of the subjects while

in 288 of the subjects activity could not be related Èo direction of
rotat'ion. Furthermore¡ the activity was er/en more inconsistent when

the subjects returned to the starLinE position from the rotated posi-

tion. A further study of back muscles in the thoracic and lumbar

areas was conducted by Afanasiev (1980) and his findings showed that,

only ín the thoracic area was there a difference in act.ivity between

the right and left muscle groups rpith the ipsilateral musc1es predomínat.-

ing in trunk rotation.

Few studies have been conducted on the ror_e of the abdominar

muscles during t.runk rotation. !{alt,ers and parÈridge (1957) and

Partridge and I,{alters (1959} f,ound thaÈ rotation of the t,runk in the

sitting position was executed almosÈ, ent.irely by internaL oblique with

little participation from exÈernaL oblique" Flint (1g65b) found that

during the combinat.ion of t,runk flexion and rotatíon from the supine

position, external oblique was moderabety act,ive. carman et al. (1971)
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in their study of external and internal oblique musclesn found that. the

contralatenal external oblique was the most, active muscle during trunk

rotation. Farfan (f975) states that the oblique abdominal muscles are

chiefly responsible for producing a torquc on the lumbar spine. IIalpcrn

and Bleck (1979) had subjects flex and rotate the trunk from the supine

position" l¡lhile the side to r¿hich the rotation occurred was not indi-

cated' they found that the right oblique muscles were active 2Ie" of the

time and the left obligue muscles were active l9g" of t,he time.

carl-söö (1961) studied the deep back and abdominal muscles

simultaneously. He proposed that the d.eep back muscles init.iated rota-

tion with the lat.eral abdominal muscles being mobilized secondarily.

Rab et aI. (1977) also considered both groups of muscles and stated

that, during trunk rotation, the contralateral externar obrigue and

quadratus Iumborum plus the ipsilateral internal oblique and erector

s¡rinae were active.

Overall, the results of thc studics of erector st:inac activitv

during thoracolumbar rotation are very variable with no clear function

for the muscle evident. Findings from investigations of abdominal

muscle activity indicate that the conÈralateral external oblique and

the ipsilateral internal oblique are active during thoracolumbar rota-

tion, however the opinion about the relative ro]es of these muscles is

inconclusive 
"
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TECHNTAUES FOR MOT

INTRODUCTION

The systematic st.udy of muscle act.ion in the living person was

begun in the late l9th century by Duchenne, who stimulated muscles wit.h

electricity and noted the action produced on the joint or joints t.hat

the muscles crossed (Basmajian, 1978) " In the early 20th century,

Beevor (f9O3) used visual inspection and palpation as the means of

determining the action of muscLes.

Todayu many approaches are t.aken to study muscle action in uiuo.

In the kinematic approach, the t.ime and space characteristics of motion

result,ing fnom muscle action are investigated (KeIJ_ey, I97L; Le Veau,

L977). These parameters can be measured using a variety of techniques

such as motion picture analysis, eLectromyography and clcctrogoniomctry,

all of which can be used alone or in combination (Gowitzke and Milner,

1980) .

Because electromyography and electrogoniometry were used in this

investigationo further description of these techniques wiIl be given.

ELECTROMYOGRAPHY

The Motor Unit Actiot Potential

The structural unit of a muscle is the individual muscle cell or

fibre, while the functional unit of a muscle is the motor unit. The

motor unit consists of an alpha motor neuron located in t.he ventral horn

of tl-re spinal cord, plus alt the muscle fibres that it innervates,
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Muscle fibres from adjacent. Írotor units are not arranged in discrete

bundleso but rather interdigitaÈe" Motor units vary in size depending

on the function of a particular muscle. Small muscles responsible for

f,ine movements have few muscle fibres per axon and are said to have a

Low innervation ratio while muscles responsible for gross movement

have many muscle fíbres per axon and are said to have a hiqh innerva-

tion rat.io (Grryton e Lg76¡ Basmajian, l97B).

Excitation of the alpha motor neuron leads to depolarization of

the sarcolemma of each of the muscle fibres in the motor unit, result-

ing in mult,ipte indivídual muscle action potentials and muscle fibre

twitches. Duríng the tlditch a minute electrical potential is gener-

ated that. Iast,s one Èo two mirriseconds and dissipates into the sur-

rounding t'issue. AI-1 the muscle fibres ín the motor unit do not conrract

simultaneously and therefore t,he electrical potential generated by the

contraction of the motor unit has a median duration of nine milliseconds

and an anrpl-itude of approximately 500 microvolts. The frequency of

firing of motor units depends upon the force of contraction but, the

normal- upper limit of activation is considered by Basmajian (r97g) to

be 50 llertz (Hz) while Hayes et al. (undated) state that. some moEor

units may discharge at rat.es as high as l0O [Iz.

The Myoelectric Signal

El'ectrodes placed within a muscle or on the surface of the body

over a muscle will record the sum of the elecÈrical activity produced

by the contraction of all the motor unit.s in the immediate vicinity of

the electrodes aL a specífic point in time. The myoelect,ric (EMc)
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interference pattern consists of positive and negative spikes of vary-

ing amplitude representing the superim¡rcsed activity of the motor units

in the area. Because of dissipation into the tissues, the action

potentials from motor units far away from the electrodes will be

smaller than those from motor units in cfose proximity to the electrodes.

As the level of muscle contraction increases, more and more motor units

are recruited and these fire more frequently" This results in an

increasingly complex myoelectric signal pattern. While a pure linear

relationship between muscle tension and the various parameters of the

myoelectric signat has not been found, there is consensus that a func-

tional relationship does exist (Hayes et al., undated; Basmajian et al."

L975¡ Ortengren and Andersson, 1917¡ Magora and Gonen, 1978).

The electromyographic (EMG) spectrum ranges from 5 to 2000 Hz

with most of the siqnal concentrated in the band between 20 and 2OO Hz.

Sources other than contracting muscle generate frequencies within the

EMG spectrum and therefore are capable of distorting the EMG signal.

The most common distortions or artifacts arise from the heart muscle

(EKG signal) which can have frequencies up to 100 Hz, movement of

el-ectrodes or cables generating frequencies in the 0 to L0 Hz range and

60 tlz interference from po\,/er mains or nearly electrical equipment

(Hayes et al., undated; O¡Connel-I and Gardner, 1963; Grossman and

Weiner , 1966; Ivlcleod , L973) .

Acquisition of the EIUIG Signal-

Because of its very small amplitude, the electrical signal from

contracting muscle must be received, amplified, processed and recorded

before it can be studied and quantified.
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The EMG signal is received by electrodes. T\¡o Ì¡asic types are

used in kinesiologicat studies--fine wire indwellinq and surface

electrodes" tlhile the use of one type over the other is controversial,

the choice depends upon the experimental problem and an understandinq

of the advantages and limitations of each type.

At the present time indwelling electrodes most frequently con-

sist of fine wires inserted into the muscle by a fine bore hypodermic

needre" According to Basmajian (1978), they are easily implanted and

withdrawn' are relatively painlesso give clear signals and are broad in

t-heir pick-up" Ilowever, ortengren and Andcrssorr (r9'11) state thar

indwelling electrodes have a Iimited pick-up area and therefore do not

always give a representation of activity in the whore muscre. rndwer-

ling electrodes are subject to dislocation, kinking and displacement

during muscle contraction (Jonsson, 1968; Jonsson and Komi, L973¡

ortengren and Andersson, L977) " rn addition, their retiabirity in day

to day apprication is poor and therefore they are considered inappro-

priate for long Èerm studies (Konri and Buskirk, t97O). Hor"¡ever" these

are the el-ectrodes of choice when precision of measurement is required

or when studying deep or closely placed muscles (O'Connell and Gardner,

1963; Basmaji-an, t973; Lett,s and Quanbury, l97B; perry et al., IggI) .

Surface electrodes usually consist of recessed discs of a metal

and one of its salts, most comnonly silver-silver chloride. Their chief

advantages are thaÈ they are easy to obtain, easy to apply and cause no

discomforL to the subject as they are attached by double sided adhesive

cuffs (Ortengren and Andersson, L977; Basmajian, 1978) . Because they

pick up electrical- activity from a relatively large volume of underlying
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whole muscle (Close et aI., 1960; Jonsson, 1968; Ortengren and

Andersson, 1977). Komi and Buskirk (f970) found that their reliability

in day to day application \¡¡as good. The chief disadvantage of surface

electrod.es is that their use should be restricted to superficiaL

muscles because the siqnals from these muscles will mask the attenuated

signals from the deeper muscles. AIso, surface electrodes may pick up

the signals from muscles adjacent to the one being studied" If these

muscfes are antagonists, the signal- would be contaminated (Ortengren

and Andersson, 1977¡ Perry et al., 1981). Consequently, surface

electrodes should. be used only when simultaneous activity or interplay

of activity are being stud.ied. in fairly large, superficial groups of

muscles, where global pick-up is desired or when the overlap in muscle

function is inconsequential (Basmajian, L978¡ Perry et al., 198I) .

Placement of surface electrodes must be done with care.

Zuniga et al. (1970) found. that the average amplitude of myoelectric

potentials recorded by surface electrodes v/as greatest at the rniddle

of the muscle belly and decreased when the position of the electrodes

was moved toward the ends or sides of the muscle. In addition, they

found that surface electrodes can pick up myoelectric signals from

quite distant muscl-es and Perry et al. (198f) state that localization

of the myoelectric signal decreases as spacing between the electrodes

increases lead.ing to contamination of the signal by other muscles.

Therefore, to improve localization of pick up, surface electrodes should

be placed close together over the belly of the muscle in line with the

muscle fibres (Waterland and Shambes, L969; Zuniga eL aI., L97O¡

Basmajian, L978¡ Perry et aI., 198I).
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The myoelectric signal can be affect.ed by the contact between

the surface electrodes and the skin and also by the resistance offered

by the skin itself" contact can be improved by interposing a saline

paste between the skin and the active surface of the erectrode, and

by securing the erectrodes with adhesive coLrars and tape. skin

resistance can be reduced to practical levels by rubbing the skin with

alcohol to remove protective oils and the dead layer of cells (Basmajian,

1978) .

Because the amplitude of the rnyoelect,ric signal is Low and

ranges from 100 mícrovolts (UV) to 5 millivolts (mV), it must be ampli-

fied and the ampl-ifier used must. be capabJ-e of augimenting the signar

q{it.hout dístorting eit.her amplitude or frequency. For ampritude, the

amprifÍer shourd have a range of gains (ratio of output voltage to

input vortage) from 100 to 100000 (Hayes et al., undat.ed) . Also, ro

avoid att,enuat,ion of the signal due to voltage drop across resiscanqes,

I,{inter et al . (1979) advocate that the input impedance of the amplifier

be at leasÈ lOO t.imes greater than the electrode/skin impedance with

1 megohm usually adequate for surface electrodes. The anplifier must

be capable of responding without attenuation to frequences in the

range of l0 to 1000 Hz for surface EMG and 2O to 2OOO Hz for indwelÌinq

EMG. As most of the myoelectric signal is concentraEed in the band

between 2O and 2OO Hz filters may be used to remove some of the low or

high frequencies and thus etimjnate amplifier noise, tissue noise and

movement artifact (Hayes et. al-", undated; Basmajian, L97g).

External interference from machinery and power lines may distort

the myoelecLric signal and therefore a differential amplifier is used
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which subtracts the signal from one electrode from t.hat of the other

elecÈrode. If a signal that is common to both electrodes (common mode

input.) is applíed, the output will be zero and the interference will
be eliminated. However, perfect subtraction does not, occur and the

ability of the amplifier to suppress co¡rüron mode signals is the common

mode rejection ratio (CI"IRR) r usually expressed in decibels (dB) (Hayes

et al.o undated,; Mcleod, Ig73r. Winter et al_" (1979) recommend a CMRR

of 80 dB or higher, that isu at g0 dB all but one ten thousandth

of the common mode signal is rejected. .Movement artifact due to the

motion of erectrodes and/or cables may be reduced bry using small pre-

amplifiers c10se to the electrode site (Milner et al., rgTr; Mcr,eod,

re73) 
"

The ampJ-ified raw EMG signal- is difficulÈ to quantify and cannot

bc faithfully reproduced on pen recorders as the inertia of the pens

¡:rcvents t.hern from responding to the very rapid changes in the signar

beyond 60 Hz. Therefore the signal is usually processed with three

common forms used; full- wave rectification, full wave rectification

plus low pass fil_tering (linear envelope detector) and inteqration
(Hayes et al., undated).

ïn full vrave rectificaÈion the signal has positive polarity,

does not cross the baserine and fluctuat.es with the strength of the

muscle contract,ion, The amplitude of the spikes can be measured or

the change in muscle act,ivÍty over t,ime can be evaluated, but the

chief use of the full wave rectífied signal is as an input to other

processing techniques (Hayes et al", undated; !ùinter et al., lgBO).
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The ful-L wave rectified signal can be row pass fittered to

remove all the rapídJ.y changing components of the wave formu leaving

an indicatíon of the intensity of t,he act.ivity at a specified instant,

in time or a moving average. The wave form thus generat.ed is called a

linear envelope and it ís far easier to guantify than the raw or

fuLl luave rectified sÍgnal (Hayes et ar.¿ undated; l^tinter et al.o

1980) 
"

rntegrat,ion processing techniques use the signar pararneters

of amplitude and time" Therefore measurements are expressed in

nillivol-t-seconds (t'w.s¡. Three methods of integration are in conmon

uses integration start,s at a preset time and continues during the

total time of muscle contract,iono the integrated signal can be reset

to zero at, reguX.ar intervals of time (usually 40 to 200 ms) o or t.he

integrated signal. can be reset to zero at, a specified vortage level

(Hayes et al", undated; !{inter et al,u f9g0).

The selection of the proper processing t.echnique depencls upon the

problem being investigated. The raw EMG signal may be most appropriate

when smaLl magnitudes of muscle activity are being studied (Kelley,

197r) " Because there is a time rag between the raw and firtered siq-

nal in the linear envelope, this technique should be used with caution

if precise measurement of t,he t,iming of the signar is required" rf
measurement of the level of muscle activity is required, integration

may be a useful processing Èechnique (Hayes et al.. undated; Wincer

et aI", 1gB0).

The EMG signat must be recorded ín order for it to be studied

and measured" Againa there ís a wide variety of recording techniques
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and seLect,ion of the nÐst appropriate one depends upon the nature of
the experimental probrem. The raw EMG signal contains high frequency

components, therefore it is best recorded on a cathode ray oscill-oscope

and later photographedo by a light beam recorder with a high frequency

response or by magnetic tape (Kelleyo IgZl; Mcleod, 1973). For pro_

cessed signals, pen wriÈers are inexpensive and easiry serviced, their
chief limitation being a relatively row frequency response (Grossman

and lVeiner, 1966; McLeod, 1973; Basmajian, l97B) " perhaps the most

accurate method of recording is on magnetic tape. Data Èhus recorded

can be stored ín raw or processed for¡n and Later replayed to processor

or directLy to pen writer, light. beam recorder or to computer for

automatÍc data processing (Bamsjian, t97B; Gowitzke and Mirner, r9g0).

Evaluation of the EMG SÍgnal

According to Basmajian (1979) ¡ the evaruation of recordings is
the most abused part of erectromyography. rndeed, to dat,e there is no

universally approved method of analysis and scoring of the EMG signal

and, as with alr other aspects of EMG, the evaluation method depends

upon the experimental problem" Analysis can be subjective or objective
arthough both methods should. be used for most EMG records (Kerleyo

re71) .

Subjective analysis involves careful visual inspection of the

EMG record and uses a system of classification that assigns sirmbols

and descriptors t'o represent different levels of magnitude of electri-
cal activity. The investigator v¡ho uses this approach should be well

trained and have a great deal of experience (Kell_ey , ]r}TL) " Hirose et
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al, (L974) and Ortengren and Andersson (1977) state that, with this

method, it' is difficult to dist.inguish between levels of activiÈy or to

compare levels of high activit.y while Magora and Gonen (1978) poinÈ

out. that, visuaL analysis of tt¡e EMG record is time consuming and often

inaccurate.

objective analysis involves a variet,y of techniques: measurement

of Èemporal or positional events, amplì-tude, frequency or electrical

activity over a defined period of time (willison, 1963; Kelrey, l97l;

Hirose et, al " o !974¡ Ortengren and Andersson , Lg77). Events such as onset

peak and cessation of muscLe activity can be quantified by comparing

them to an exLernal, standard fon exampleu an electrogoniometer tracing,

cinefilm, footswitch tracing or event markers on a pen recorder

(O'Connell and cardner, L963; Peat u L976e Tata, t9B0; euanbury, lggl) .

Measurements of amplitude, frequency or total elecLricat activicy

cannot be compared directly between muscles of the same subject or

between subjects because of the uncontrolled variation in motor unit

sampling, but rather t,he activity Levels of a muscle must only be com-

pared to a standard for that muscle (Grossman and Weiner, 1966; Basmajian,

1978; Perry et al., 1981). To do thiso a maximum voruntary contraction

is recorded for each muscle under investigation to determine the

nnximum amount of activi.t.y that the muscle is capabre of producing.

This then serves as a standard against. which all subsequent activity

of the muscLe is compared and is expressed as a ratio of the maximum

voluntary contraction. This Et'lG raLio allows comparison of the acti-

vity between muscres in the same or different subjects (Basmajian et

â1", L975¡ Basmajiano L978a LetLs and Quanbury, 1978; perry et al.,

1e81) .
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As with subjective analysis, manual measurement of the various

parameters of the EMG signal is time consuming and may be inaccuraEe,

therefore researchers are now using various forms of computer analysis

with increasing freguency (Basmajian et al", f975)"

ELECTROGONÏO$4ETRY

A goniometer is a device used to measure the angle produced

between two bony segments when motion occurs in a particular plane.

For cl-inical purposes a simp}e device is used to measure joint move-

menti it consists of a protractor to which has been at.tached tvro arms,

one stationary and one movable" The sÈationary arm extends from the

axis of the protractor while the movable arm is riveted to the axis

of the protractor and thus is free to move through 3600" The axis of

the goniometer is ptaced over the axis of joint motion and a reading

of the joint angl-e ean be taken (Esch and Lepley, 1971; Trombly and

Scott, u L9771,

In an electrogoniometer, a potentiometer is substituted for the

prot,ractor" There is a linear relationship between the shaft angle of

the potentiometer and its electrical resistanceo therefore, if the

device is mounted such ttrat joint movement causes movement of the

shaft of the potent,iometer, a voltage applied across t.he pot.entiometer

will be varied. Changes in joint angle l*ill resutt in changes in the

output vol-tage of the circuit containing the potentiometer (Liberson,

L965; Bror^rn et al"o 1979). The output voltage can be fed to an oscillo-

scope, voltmet.er or pen recorder for quantification (Tipton and

Karpovich, 1965; l"iorris and Browno L976; C,owitzke and Milnero 198O;

Quanbury, 1981) "
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r ¡¡TRODUCT I ON

fire purpose of this study was two-fold: first, to develop a

non-invasive technique to measure objectively thoracolumbar rotation

of the spine; second, to investigat,e, using surface elect.rodes, the

elect,rical activity of the anterolateral abdominal and erector spinae

muscles during thoracolumbar rotation in order to establish normaÌ

baseline dat,a for a subsequent study of females with idiopathic

scoliosis 
"

The equi¡xnent and faci.lities of the Locomotion Laboratory,

Rehabilitation Centre for Children, Winniprg, Manitoba were used for

this invest,igation 
"

E LE CTROMYOGRAPHY

CHOICE OF ELECTRODES

Fifteen studies on abdomínal electromyography were reviewed¡

only the most relevant wÍII be cited. Eleven investigations used sur-

face electrodes and four used indwelling elecÈrodes; not a1l investi-

gaLors gave reasons for their choice of one Èype over another. Surface

electrodes tdere chosen by cam¡ùel-l and Green (1953) and ono (1959)

because they are paínless to appLyo while Krausen (1965) chose this type

because of ease of applicatíon. Floyd and silver (1950) used surface

el-ectrodes to study the oblique abdominal muscles and elected not to

investigate transversus abdominis as this would have meant. using

indwelling electrodes witt¡ the attendant risk of penetrating the
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períÈoneum" The fact that surface electrodes sample a large volume of

muscle was cited as the reason for choice by Campbell and Green (1953),

ono (f958), carlsöö (196I) and llatami (I96Ia) 
"

l5{enty-two EMG studíes of erector spinae were reviewedi again,

only the most relevant are cited" Fourteen invest,igations were carried

out with sutrface electrodes, six with indwell-ing elect.rodes and Èwo

with both surface and indwelting electrodes" Again, reason for choice

was not always given. Ease of applicationu lack of discomfort for the

sr:bject and sampling fron a large volume of nuscle were reasons for

seLect,ion of surface electrodes in the studies of Kl-ausen (1965) and

Andersson et al" (1977). Floyd and Sil-ver (195I) and @lding (1952)

used surface electrodes as, in their opiniono these gave findings

simil-ar to tk¡ose from Índwelling elecLrodes. Pauly (1966) and Pauly

and Steel.e (1966) chose indwelling electrodes because they allow study

of deep as well as superficial muscles and also allow study of indi-

vidual muscles without interference from adjacent muscles. Letts and

Quanbury (1978) used surface and also indwelling electrodes because of

the possibility of signal contamination by the activity of multiple

overlying paraspinal muscles"

In the present studyu it was decided that surface rather than

indwelling electrodes would be used for two reasons. First, it would

be very difficutt to judge the depLh at which a particular l-ateral

abdominal rnuscle could be ísolat,ed during insertion of indwellinq

electrodes and second, insertion of indwelling electrodes might result

in penetration of the peritoneum with the risk of intra-abdominal

infection plus the risk of pain because of the rich sensory innervation
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of the parÍetal perítoneum. rndeed, Koepke et. aL" (1955) u in their

study of the thin, three-layered intercostal muscles using indwelling

electrodes0 penetrated the pleura in two of 33 subjects with a resurt-

ant minimum pneì.¡mothorax.

POSITION OF ELECTRODES

To establish precisely where surface electrodes shoutd be

placed on abdominal and erecÈor spinae muscleso a reviehr r{as carried

out of major anatomy textbooks and of relevant l-iterature, followed

by a study of, anatomícal- specÍmens. The findings are outlj-ned in the

following paragraphs"

Abdominal Muscles

Initially it was thought that the external and internal abdom-

inal oblique muscles could be isolat,ed for electrod.e placement. Accord-

ing to major anatomy texÈso muscl-e fibres of external oblique rarery

descend beyond a line joining the anterior superior itiac spine to the

umbilicus, and the fÍbres of internar oblique that originate from the

ingnrinal ligament arch downward and medially to at.tach to the pecten

pubis (Gray0s Anatomy, l_9?3; Cunninghamo L977¡ Grantis Method, lggO).

îhus the fibres of internal oblique are covered only by the aponeurosis

of externaJ- oblique in a t,riangular area bounded by: the lateral border

of rectus abdominis, a line from the anterior superior iliac spine to

the umbilicus, and a line from the anterior superior iliac spine to the

public tubercle" It $¡as proposed that electrodes to sanple internal

ob].ique activity be pLaced within this triangte, while those for
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external oblique would be praced in tho upper laterar area of tl-¡e

abdominal wall, below the costal margin.

A review of the literature on abdominal muscle EMG studies

showed lack of consistency in the ptacement of surface and indwel-Iing

electrodes among those investigators, such as Floyd and Sil_ver (1950)

and Godfrey et al. (L977), who did report detairs of pracement (some

investigators did not define electrode l_ocat.ion). Because of this
inconsistency, electrodes n'y not always have been rocated over or
insíde the rnuscl-e selected for investigation and this might account

for conflícting results.

Some investigators have considered external obl.ique and int,ernal

oblique muscles separately, while others have considered the lateral
abdominal muscl-es as a group. El-ectrodes for external ob}ique have

been positíoned above the anterior half of the iliac cresL (Froyd and

Silver, I95O; Ono, I95g; Klausen, 1965) u on the anterior axillary line
midway between the iliac crest, and costal margin (Campbell, 1952¡

campberJ- and Green, 1953), just belor¿ the angle of the costar margin

at the end of the ninth rib (Flint,1965a; Flint and GudgeII, 1965;

Godfrey et al " L9771, or arong the costaL margin between axillary and

midclavicular lines (waÈers and Morris, 197o), For internal oblique,

Froyd and silver (1950) and ono (r95g) praced erectrodes over the

triangular area bounded by the lateral edge of rectus abdominis, the

inguinal rigament and a tinc joining the anterior superior iliac spine

to the umbiricus, whire waters and Morris (1970) placed erectrodes

halfway between the pubis and the anterior superior iliac spine about

Lhree centi¡neÈers (cm¡ above and perpendicular to the inginal rigamenr.
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Diagrams werc usêd by walters and parbrídgo (1957), partridge and

walters (1959) and by Hatami (1961a, 1961b) to show electrode placemenr;

posit,ioninE was simii.ar to that cited in the studies above.

Although the possibility of interference fron adjacent muscles

was raised by Floyd and Silver (1950), Klausen (1965) and Battye and

Joseph (1966), only ttaters and Morris (1970) state that a cadaver study

was conduct,ed to confirm elecÈrode placement.

[he ].ateral abdominal muscles were studied as a group by carlsöö

(196r) and by Morrís et al" (196L). rn the former studyo electrodes

were placed in the upper centnal- and rower lateral parts of the abdo-

men, while i"n the latter studye electrodes were situated in the upper

and lower quadrants of the abdomen.

To confírm textbook account,s of the muscles and to determine if
internal obJ.ique could be isolated in the lower lateral abdominal area,

10 cadavers were examined for the present study. rt was found that in
a triangle bounded by the rateral border of recÈus abdominis, the

inguinal Ligarnent and a line joininq the anterior superior itiac spine

with the umbiiicus, the fibres of internal oblique hrere covered only

by external obrique aponeurosis. Hoe¡everu the size of the triangJ-e

varied greatly" In two specimenso fibres from external oblique þ¡ere

found inferior to the Levei. of the anterior superior iriac spine, con-

trary to statements in major anatomy texts. Also, the lateral border

of rectus abdominís rvas €ound, in sonue specimens, to extend laterarry
so as to encroach upon the triangle of interest" Because of this
variat.ion in size of the trianEre, electrodes placed here to monitor

internal- obLique activity might instead pick up interference from
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external oblique and,/or rectus abdominis.

Several- preliminary runs were carried out with electrodes

placed over externaL obrique, over internar oblique within the tri-

angre mentioned above, and over rectus abdominis. l{hen subjects per-

formed a variety of trunk movements it. was noted that tlre ipsiJ-atcral

muscles became active at similar times. Irùhile it miqht be inter-

preted that the t,hree ipsilat.eral muscles did, in facLo become

active simul"taneously, it. was also possible that the electrodes were

picking up interference signals from adjacent muscles. Because of

this and of the resul-ts of the cadaver survey, a pilot study was con-

ducted to atÈempL to locate int.erference-free areas for erectrode

placement for external oblique ¿rnd internal oblique muscles.

Ten female subjects were chosen from a convenience sample

(currier, 1979) " Theír ages ranged from ll"9 to 39.g years with a mean

age of 23.8 years. Art subjects were in good health, none had had

abdominal- surgery. Surface el-ectrodes were placcd over the abdominal

muscles as follows (Fig. l) : for externaL oblique--one pair placed

hatfway along a vertical Iine joining the anterior superior iliac spine

to the costal margin and another pair ptaced halfway beLween this line

and the rateral- border of rectus abdominis at the same level- as the

first pairo that is, over the lateral and medial fibres of the muscle;

for internal oblique--within a triangle bounded by the lateral- border

of rectus abdominiso a line joining the two anterior superior iliac

spi¡es and a line joininE the anterior superior iliac spine to the

pubic tubercle; for rectus abdominis--halfway between the rinea alba

and the lateral- border of the muscle at the level of the externar
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FTGURE r. Pilot study: pracement of electrodes on abdominal

musct¡lature "
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obrique electrodes. The eleetrodes for externar oblique were placed

below the cosÈal margin to avoid interference from serratus anterior
and intercostal muscles.

rn order to isorate the actions of rectus abdominis, externar

obrique and internar oblique muscleso the movements outlined in the

manual muscle testing procedures of Daniers and worthingham (1980)

were used" rt is theÍr opinion that rectus abdominis is the príme

mover in trur¡k flexion from supine and is not act.ive during trunk rota-
tion in sitting; externar and internal obtiques are prime movers in
trunk rotation in sitting and are accessory muscles during t,runk

flexion from supine.

T!'ro moveíents were chosen for anarysis: Èrunk frexion from

supine and tnrnk rotation to the right in sitt,ing.

Because the trunk constitutes a long lever arm, considerable

resistance must be overcome by the trw¡k flexors durinE trunk flexion
from supine. fhereforeu it would be likely that both prime movers and

accessory rnuscres wourd work to overcome the large resistance (Gowitzke

and Milner, 1980) and that they wourd become active at approximatei.y the

same time" consequently, it. was predicted that there would be no sig_
nif,icant difference in the time of onset of activity of rectus abdominis,

external oblique and internar obrique muscLes during trunk flexion from

supine. rn the sitting position the rever arm is very short and thus
relativery l-ittle resistance must, be overcome during trunk rotation. As

a resul-t, onry the prime movers for rotation, the contrarateral exter-
na} obrique and ipsílateral internar oblique, wourd rikely be active
(Gowitzke and MiÌnero lggo) ' Therefore, it was predicted that, during
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trunk rotat,ion in the sitting position, there would be a significant

difference betv¡een the onset time of the prime movers and of any other

abdomina} muscles that rnight be active. rf the erectrodes on the

right, side of the trunk were pÌaced such that the signals received

from the righÈ rectus abdominis, external- oblique and internal oblique

tdere separate and distinct, no dif,ference in onset ti¡æs could be

expected dun:[ng trunk flexÍon from supine, but, a significant differ-

ence i-n onset, ti¡r¡es mÍght be expected between alt muscl-es during

trunk rotation in si.tting"

During the experiment the beginning and end of each movemenc

were indicated by a marker on the moving chartu and the time interval-

between the beginninE marker and the onset of muscre activiÈy was

carculated for each muscre and expressed as a percentage of the total

time between beginninE and end marks on the chart. The data for the

onset times of the muscles on the right side of the trunk were comþared

using a two-tailed paired t test with alpha set at .05. summaries of

the statistical tests are presented in Tables 2 and 3 . ALl muscles

were active during the two move¡nents, rt can be seen that during

trunk flexion from supine, the mean difference in onset times was

significantly different from zero in onry one instance--thaÈ of the

right rectus abdominis when compared to the right rateral oblique; in

all other insÈances the muscles became active at the same time" These

findings support the prediction that all- muscles would become active at approxi-

mately the same t,ime. During trunk rotation in sitting, the mean difference in
onset times vras significantly different from zero in aIl instances exeept. one--

that of thc r$-ght medial oblique com¡rarecl to the right i¡lternal oblique. These
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TABI.E 2. COÞ1PARTSON OF THE DIFFERENCB Tb¡ FIEA¡{ ONSBT TIS{ES BETWEEN

RIGHT AtsDO&IINAL MUSCLES DT'RTNG TRUNK FLEXION FROM SUPINE.

MUSCLE vS MUSCLE

MEAN DIFFERENCE

IN ONSET TIME

STANDARD ERROR

OF MEAN

RR.A

RR.A

RR.å

RLO

RLI

RHO

RLo

RMO

RIO

Rt40

RÏO

RTO

-4

-1.

-f,

4

-t

I

I

)

¿

J

¿

.05

NS*

t\'l C

I\¡ ù

NS

NS

*Not siEníficant. The difference in means does not differ from

zero.

îhe mean differences ldere due to chance variations.
ssEM-7

r/N

KEYg RRA

RT"O

RMO

RTO

Right, Rectus ÂbdominÍs.

Right Lateral Oblique.

RíghÈ Fledial Obtique.

Right Inferior ObLique.
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TABLE 3" COMPARTSOb¡ OF THE DTFFERENCE IN ¡4EAN ONSET TI¡,ES BETTdEEN

RIGTT ABDOMINAL MUSCLES DURTNG TRUNK ROTATION IN SITTING.

MUSCT,E vs MUSCLE

MEAN DIFFERENCE

IN ONSET TIME

STANDARD ERROR

OF I4EAN

RRA

RRÀ

RR.A

RLO

RLO

R¡IIO

RLO

RMO

Rto

RMO

RTO

RIO

9

1)

13

3

4

I

.0r

"uL

" 0l_

.05

"01

NS

3

J

J

l

l_

l-

KElt RRÀ = Right Rectus Abdominis"

RLO = Right, Lateral Ob1ique.

RMO = Right, Medial Oblique.

RIO = Right, Inferior oblique"



findings suggest that there is no interference from rectus abdominis

in the signal.s received from the oblique muscles. Hovrever, the similar

onset times of the right medial external oblique and the right internal

obtique indicate two possibilities: Lhe two muscles may have analogous

functions or the electrodes placed over the inferior oblique may have

picked up and transmitted the signal frorn the mediaL external oblique.

Wiren t.hese findings are coupled with the results of the cadaver survey,

the lat.ter possibility appeared to be the more rikeì-y expranatio¡r of

thc- a¡rparcnt similaríty in musclc activity.

It was concluded that the electrode placement was such that there

was no cross-t.alk from rectus abdominis to the electrodes over the obli-

que muscles, howevero it was impossible to stat.e with certainty that

separate output from external oblique and internal obtique coulcj be

monitored" Therefore, it was decided to consider the muscles of the

anterolateral abdôminal wal-I as a group and to investigate their acti-

vity in the upper and lower quadrants of the abdomen.

rn the final placement of electrodes, bony randmarks were used

t-o standardize electrode location in all subjects: the anterior super-

ior iliac spines, pubic tubercles and costal margins. Guidelines werc

drawn between the landmarks with water-sol-uble ink as follows (Fig. 2\:

from anterior superior iliac q>ine to ipsilateral pubic tul¡ercle, from

one anterior superior iliac spine to the other, from each anterior

superior iriac spine vertically to the costal margin and a Ìateral

extension was drawn from a point halfway along and perpendicular co

this last line " The upper laÈeral electrodes r¡/ere placed in line with
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FTGURE 2. Pl-acement of erectrodes on abdominal musculature.
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the muscle fibres of eNternal oblique while the lower lateral elec-

trodes \,vere placed in line with those muscle fibres of internal obli-

que that arch downward and mediatl-y from the inguinal ligament toward

Èhe pecten pubis " The reference electrode was }ocated on the upper

abdomen, immediately inferior to the xiphoid process"

Erector Spinae Musc1e

ns with the abdominal muscles, spccif,ic clcctrodc placemettt in

EMG studies of erector spinae muscle, when given, has varied greatly.

Researchers have placed electrodes in lumbar areas, thoracic areas

and in both lumbar and Èhoracic areas.

Morris et al. (L962) and vJaters and Morris (1970) sampled erec-

tor spinae activity in the lower thoracíc region by inserting indwel-

Ìing electrodes into the muscle over the posÈerior aspect of the lower

ribs medial to their angle. OÈher investigators have applied el-ectrodes

to erector spinae in the thoracic area at a variety of levels from the

ninth to the twelfth thoracic spines (Floyd and Silver, l95t; Joseph

and McCoIl, 196l; De Vries, 1965; Pauly ' 1966; Pauly and Stec'le, 1966;

l,ct-l-s ancl Quanburyo f97B) "

In Lhe lumbar area researchers have sampled muscle activity

simultaneously at various levels (Floyd and Silver, 195I: Golding,

1952¡ Portnoy and Morin' 1956; Joseph and McColI, 1961; Andersson et

aI", 1977), while others have confined their investigations to one

specific level. For example, De Vries (1965) placed electrodes at

the first lumbar level, Chapman and Troup (1969) at the second lumbar
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rever, Morris et aI" (1961) and Afanasiev (1980) placed erectrodes

bcLween the second and third vertebral levels, Floyd and Silver (1955),

Donisch and Basmajian (L972) and Blackburn and portney (19gl-) locatecl

electrodes at the third lumbar l_evel., Klausen (f965) and Batt.ve and

Joseph (1966) placed electrodes between the third and four lumbar

l-evel-, and finatly, Letts and euanbury (1978) at the fourth lumbar

Ievel.

Centering of the electrodes has also varied, Battve and

Joseph (f966) placed electrodes along the lateral border of the muscle

while specific distances measured in inches or centimeters were used

by Joseph and McColf (1961), Andersson et al. (L9i7), Letts and

Quanbury (L978), Afanasiev (1980) and Blackburn and portney (l9gl) .

Rather than use specif,ic measurements, pauly (1966) and paury and

StccLe (1966) placed electrodes halfway bctween thc vertebral spine

and the lateral- border of the muscle.

Froyd and silver (1955)u portnoy and Morin (1956) and Batcye

and Joseph (1966) sÈated that a check was done to rule out interfer-

ence from other muscles, however only Morris et al-. (1962,) reported

that cadaver specimens had been studíed to verify el-ectrode placement.

Following the review of the major anatomy textbooks and of the

reports in the literatureo it vrtas proposed Lhat el-ectrodes be situated

over erector spinae at the lever of, the third lumbar spinous process.

At this level the erector spinae forms a large prominento fleshy mass

and is covered only by the posterior layer of the thoracolumbar fascra.

This was verified by examinat,ion of three prosected cadavers and, irr
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preriminary rur¡s with electrodes placed at. this level, there was no

indication of interference fnom adjacent muscles.

The landmarks used ín the study were the third rumbar spinous

process and the lateral border of erector spinae. These points were

marked with water-soluble ink and the electrodes were placed halfway

between the two points, parallel to the muscle fibres (fiq. 3).

INSTRUMENTATION

Paired Beckman silver-silver chloride surface electrodes were

used" Tlrese had an overall diameter of 14 mirlimeters (mm) with an

active surface of 5 mm2" By using adhesive cuffs as a guide, spacing

between the elecÈrodes of each pair was kept constant at, 10 mm, 19 mm

between active surfaces" The hollow port.Íons of the electrodes were

filred with Beckman erectrode el-ectroryte gel and electrodes r,vere

fastened to the skin by doubre-sided adhesive cuffs and MiLlipore

brand surgical tape.

Ïn order to ni¡imize mot.ion artífacts, each pair of electrodes

vras atLached at the electrode site to a preamprifier with an inpuc

impedance of 2"2 megohms" !üires from the preamplifiers were conveyed

to a junct.ion box located beside the subject and this, in turn, was

connected Lo the amplifier by a single murticonductor cable"

The amplifier was designed and constructed by the Biomedicat

Engineering Department., Rehabiritation centre for children. rt. has a

bandwidth of 50 to 300 Hz with an input impedance ot. 2.2 megohms and
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FTGURE 3. PlacemenL of erect,rodes on erector spinae muscre.
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a common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) of 90 dB" The signal was fu1l

wave rectified and low pass fittered, to produce a linear envelope" A

first order J.ow pass filter r*as used with a time constant of 45 milli-

seconds and a frequency cutoff of, 35 Hz.

The analog signal from the muscres lras recorded by a Gould

Brush I channel ink chart recorder (¡todel 4Bl) with a ba¡-rdwidth

frequency response of 50 divisions t I division dc to 40 ltzo l0 divi-

sions 3 I divisíon dc to I00 Hz. A rectil-inear Lrace presentation was

given with each channel measuring 40 mm i.n width, marked off into 50

divisions" Ttre sensitivity of the recorder was adjustabre from -
miLlivolt/division to 5OO volt.s/division.

throughout, the experiment the chart speed was kept constant at
25 run/sec. Accuracy was t"ZsZ"
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ELECTROCONIOMETER
%

DESTGN

The electrogoniometer used in this study was designed by A,o"

Quanbury, Head, Biomedical Engineering services Departmento RehabiLitation
centre for chirdren, winnipeg, r,Ianitoba, and was adapted from a photo_

graph of an instrument developed aÈ the ontario crippled children.s
centre, Toror¡to, ontario. rt v¿as constructed by the Biomedicar

EngineerÍng Services Department.

The goniometer consisted of two potentiomeÈers capabre of 3600

rotationn connected in series (FiS. 41. Attached to the shaft of one

of the potentÍometers was a removabre rod, square in cross-sect.ion"

The rod was fitted into a square-bore horrow metar shaft which was

attached to a rectanguJ-ar thermoplasÈi_c k¡ase.

The instrument was designed to adjust to the flexion that accom_

panies axial rotation because coupled moÈion invariably occurs in the
vertebrar column (Lumsden and Morris, 1g69; Farfan, 1g73; panjabi et
êf .o L976a [rfhite and panjabi, I97g). The square rod was free to slide
in and out of t'he shaftu however movement in the horizontal prane

between rod and shaft l¡¡as prevented by the square configuraÈion and lvas

instead transmitted directry as toïgue to the shaft of the potentio-
meter" rn addition' a section of plastic beflows connected the rod to a

cuff, which fitted over the potentiometer shaft, and another secÈion of
l¡cllows joined the hollow shaft to its thermoprastic base. These belrows
allowed a smarr amount, of movement in sagittar and coronal pranes, but
transmiÈted rotation in the horizontal plane to the potentiometer. Thus
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FIGURE 4. Elect.rogoniometer.
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FIGURE 5. Electrogoniometer circuit.
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the rod-shaft arrangement limited ínput to the potentiometer to axiaL

rotation¿ but could adjust to other movements of the bodv.

CIRCUTTRY

Figure 5 represents a diagram of the goniometcr circuit. rnput

to the circuit was provided by two 9 volt (V) ¡ricad batteries. The

constant voltage from the bat.teries could be modified by two 5 kilohm

potentiometers (HelipoÈ-Beckman Instruments) capable of 3600 rot.ation

\"riÈh a linearity of output of t.58. The output of each potentiometer

could be adjusted to ov by a 2 kirohm trimpot" The shaft of one of
the potent.iometers was attached to the rod of the goniometer, whire

the shaft of the other was used to adjust the output of the circuit as

a whole to ov" The su¡nming and balancing circuit was housed in a small

plastic box at.tached to the pJ-ast.ic pervic airdre worn by the subject.,

and was connected to the potentiometers by flexible multiconductor

cable. output from the summing and barancing circuit was passed via

cable to the chart recorder for analog disptay simultaneously with the

EMG recording,

Figure 6 shows the arrangement of the instrumentation used to

acquire the data on EMG and rotation.

ATTACHMENT TO THE BODY

The erectrogoniometer was developed to measure the relative
rotation between the thoracol-unbar vertebrae and the sacrum. To do

this, it had to be attached to the body of the subject in such a way

Lhat furl range trur¡k rotat,íon could occur with minimum discrepancy
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between actual movement and the amount of torque transmitted to the

shaft of the potentiometer.

Thermoplastic girdles were used as external attachments for the

goniometer (Figs" 7 and 8) " Four differenL sizes of sacrar qirdres

were constructed, each contoured to fit snugly over the iliac crest,s

and arow¡d the pervis. To enhance contacto the girdles were designed

to cover a large surface area, the waist section was l-ined with foam

and velcro straps were used to adjust the fit" The rectangurar pras-

tic base of the horrow shaft of the goniometer \¡ras attached to the

back of the pervic airdle by means of an adjustable bracket, necessary

because of the variat.ion in trunk rength between subjects.

The thoracic girdle consisted of a band and metal-reinforced

vertical plate. The girdte conformed to the rib cage and was lined
with foam to prevent slipping; the vert.ical prate fitted between the

scapulae and served to increase the surface area of thc girdJ-e. A

Velcro strap was used to secure t.he girdte to the rib caqe. The

potentiometers and square-section rod assembly were attached by a

tripod mount, to a knob on the vertical plate of the girdle.

EVALUATION. OF ELECTR9GONTOMETER

Delimitation of Spinal Segrment

The spine consists of multipte joints and therefore thoracolumbar

rotation is the result of both rotation in the horizontar plane and

translation in three possibLe pranes at each individuat joint of a

spinal segment. rn order to compare the rançle of thoracol_umbar rota-
Lio' within a subject group, it was necessary to defi.ne the cranial
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FIGURE 7" Attachment of goniometer--posterior view.
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FIGURB 8" Attachment of goniometer--Iateral_ view.
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and caudal limits of the spinal segment to bc mcasurecl ancl to cnsure

that alr measurements taken were of this sectio¡-¡ onrv.

In this study the sacrum h/as defined as the caudal limit of the

thoracolumbar spinal segment to be measured, however the cranial- Limit
had to be determined.

Preliminary trials with the electrogoniomcter led to modifica-

tion of the thoracic harness to eliminate possible interference from

scapurar movement" The thoracic girdle sras applied to the rower part

of the thoracic cage and the values derived from t.he electrogoniometer

during trunk rotation were compared to Lhose given by Gregersen and

Lucas (1967). From the initiar- data it was proposed that the qonio-

¡ncter was measuring rotat.ion between the tenth thoracic vertcLrra (T1g)

and the sacrum.

To verify t'his fact, the procedure wourd ordinariry be to appry

simultaneously the goniomet.er and a system of external- markers, have

the subject move through a range and then compare the varues from the

goniometer to those from the external markers (rata, rggo) " This

could not be done because of the position of the goniometer in the

midline of the vertebral- column. Therefore, the verification of revel
of placement was done in two steps.

First,o plastic striìhrs were flÐunted in foam blocks and attac¡ed

with dor:bre-sided adhesive tape to designated thoracic and lumbar

s.pi-nous processes and to t.he sacrum of four sr_rbjccLs. À pol-aroicl

camera was mounted on a rigid beam above the subject. and floor markinqs

ar¡d a plumb line were used to ensure consistent alignment from subject

to subject. The straws were aligned and photographs were taken first
in the neutral sitting position and then at the end of the ful-1 ranqe
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trunk rotation to the right and left sides. From the photographs, the

angles formed by the t,horacic and lumbar strav,¡s rel_ative t.o the sacrum

were measured with a prot.ractor and the means of these values were

compared to the vaLues from the studies of Gregersen an<f Lucas (1967),

Lumsden and Morris (1968) and l{hite and panjabi (1978) (Tabre 4). rt.

can be seen that the Lower thoracic a¡rd lumbar values derived from the

external markers corresponded cLosety to the varues reported by

Gregersen and Lucas (f967) and Lumsden and Morris (l_969).

second, the erectrogoniometer was applied with tl-re thoracic

girdle aÌigned vrith the tenth thoracic (T1g) spinous process. Ful,t

range rotation to both sides was carried out and the mean of these

values was compared to the T1g revel values from the marker study and

from the GreEersen and Lucas (1967) study (Table 5¡. The difference

l¡ctwecn the goniometer valuc and t,ho cxtcrual mar:kr-'r: va1uc. reprcso¡ts

a 38 crror wiriclr was co¡rsidcrecl accc-¡rLablc. Whil.c t_hcrc is a 50

(14e") difference between the goniometer value in this study and urat

of Gregersen and Lucas (L967), it must be pointed out that in the

latter study the values reported for rotation in the Lower thoracic

spine (T9¡ T11 n Trz) were derived from only one subject at each lever

and an intersubject difference would be expected due to biological_

variation.

on the basis of these findings, it was fert that, using the

T1g spinous process as a bony J.andmark for the thoracic harness, the

goniometer was measuríng the relative rotation in the T1g to sacrum

spinal segment.
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TABLE 4 COMPARTSON OF VALUES FOR THORÀCOLUMBAR ROTATION.

EX1ERNA¡ GREGERSEN 6,

SPINAL SEGMENT MARKERS LUCAS (1967)
(n=3)

LUMSDEN E

MORRTS (1968)
lVHITE &

PANJABI (T978)

T1-Sacrum

T4-Sacrum

T7-Sacrum

T16-Sacrum

L4-Sacrum

97cJ

690

490

330*ø

l_30

870

830

4go

370 *

Llo

870

620

380

230

7o

*Figure derived fnom average difference between T9-sacrum and

T11-sacrum"

**Measurements from 4 subjects.

gè8I4"é. COMPARTSON OF vAruEs Fo

SEGMENT"

GONIOMETER EXTERNAL
VALUES MARKERS GREGERSEN E

n=4 n=4 LUCAS (f967)

T1g-Sacrum 330329 370
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Calibrat,ion and Accuracl

In order to detennine if the signal from the electrogoniometer

reproduced faithfully the torque apptied to the shaft of tÌ¡e potentio-

meteru the relationship between degrees of movement and voltage output

was protted. A protractor was modified to fit around the shaft of

the potentíometer attached to the square-section rod and a knob with

a pointer was fixed to the shaft. The shaft of the potentiometer was

then rotated ín lo increments through a total of B0o (4oo to the right

and 40o to the teft) and voltmeter readings were taken at each deqree

of change. Figure 9 shows that there was a linear relationship between

degrees of rotaÈion of the shaft of the potentiometer and the voltage

output of the circuit"

This procedure also establ-ished thaÈ each degree of rotation
resulted in a voltage change of 35 mv and therefore an output of I v

from the circuit represented 29.60 of rotation. The output from the

electnogoniometer was fed to the chart recorder for analog representa-

tion and the attenuation of the goniometer channel was kept constant at
50 mv per division throughout the study. Thus one division of pen

deflection on the chart represented l.40 of rotation.

As a test for accuracyo Lhe analog signal of the chart recorder

was compared Èo the voltmeter readings and r.ras accurate to within 28.

with the goniometer fulry assembled, there v/as a discrepancy of l. go

or 6% over a 3oo range and this is attributed to the slack in the rod

and shaft coupring system. To avoid error as a result of decreased

output from the bat,teriesu these were recharged regularly and the out-
put of the circuit was tested routínely to ensure that vortage output

v/as constant, at defined degrees of rotation.
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FTGURE 9. ReLatio¡rship between vortage. output and degrees of move-

ment of Èhe electrogoniometer.
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Slipping and Ínaccurate attachment of the thoracic and pelvic

girdles were other potential sources of error in the rotation measure-

ments" Thereforeo each subject performed the experimental exercise

twice with a 10 minute rest between trials. fhe subjects were divided

Ínto two groups: for Group A the goniometer was removed from the

girdles at the end of the first trial, the subjects rested with the

girdles on and the goniomete¡î was reapplied at the end of the rest

period; for Group B the goniometer and the girdles v¡ere removed after

the first trial and reapplied at the end of the rest period.

If slipping insíde the girdtes occurred, there should have

been a difference in the amount, of rotation registered between the

first and second trials in Group A. rf attachment was inaccurate,

there should have been a signifícant, difference in the amount of rota-

tion registered between Group A and Group B in the second trial.

SUBJECT GROUP

One of the aims of this study was to acquire normal data for

Iater comparison to data fron subjects with adolescent idiopathic

scoliosis. This condition is more conûnon in females than in males.

James (1973) states that the female to male ratio is 12:1, Cailliet,

(f975) and Riseborough and Herndon (1975) give the rat.io of 9:1, while

Keim (1978) stat,es that 708 of subjects are female. Because of the

higher prevalence of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis in femaleso only

female sr:bject.s v¡ere selected for this study.

Subjects were chosen on the basis of their availability and were

required to be in good health with no history of spinal pathology.
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othen limitations were no abdominal surgery and no cerm pregnancies

because of their possibre effect on the function of the abdominal

muscles.

fl¡e Faculty cormittee on the Use of Human Subjects in Research

approved this study, all subjects were volunteers and received no

remuneration" Each subject was required to sign a consent form before

participating in the study (Fig" 10) "

The descript.ive data on the subjects are presented in Table 6.

EXPERT¡4ENTAL PROTOCOL

The subject routine used in this study is presented on page 87.

Bony landrnarks were used in order to standardize electrode

applicatíon and al-l electrodes were applied by the same person, using

the same measuring toors. skin resistance was reduced to practical

levels (Quanbury, 1981) by rubbing it vigorously with an alcohol-soaked

swab' Photographs were taken to record the electrode placement of each

subject"

To avoid misÈakes, the leads were attached to the electrodes in
the same order each time. The chart speed was kept constant at 25 mm

per second throughout the study and the sensitivity of each channer was

held constant throughout each subject run"

A maximum isomet,ric contraction was obtained for each muscle

in order to establish a standard of muscle activity against which aII
subsequent contracÈions of that particurar muscre could be measured.

This was done usinE the posit,ions recommended by Daniel-s and t{orthinqham

(1980) for testing normal activity in order to ensure maximum recruitment

of tho muscle.
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FIGURE IO

EO$ISENT FORM

I hereby e@ns@nË &,@ ee8 ae e eubJeee ån ghe researeh proJects on ßhe

eleeeroæyography sf ehe &rursk suseløø durlng Esunk KoÈeESon, The proecdureu
whÍclt g,nvoÍveà þhoeographse reeordångø, hee beesu explefned Èo nre ful'ly,
Phofographl.c recordsst&X he a¡eed for ønalyB&ea& purposeø and may alao
servc ae,dseuøenggËlosã Sm treacareh peperø and æedf'eaå åceÈ,ures"

My pareåeåpee$oør åe vo&un&ery and I seserwe tstre r{.ghs Ëo wå8hdrêw
1¡nnedåaee&y €reø Bhe procedure srhenever I wleh.

S!,gnacure ofl SubJeee

Sígnat,ure of FerenË sr Guardl,an
(X¡c Èhe eaee of øubjecro under

tshe øge o8 &E)

ÐaÊed s
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hiñrñ á. nn¡¡¡J.ru¡J.E, V' IJÕòL¡TIPTIVE DATA OF SUBJECÎS

NUMBER OF STJBJECTS;

AGE: MEAN 23"5 t 4.4 yrs

RANGE 16.7 - 34.8 yrs

MEAN 160.3 f 7.0 cm

RANGE 145.0 - L73"8 cm

MEAI{ 54"0 t 5"4 kg

RANGE 45"5 - 68"2 k9

HETGHT:

HANDEDNESS: RTGHT

LEFT

VTEIGHT:

L7

3
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SUBJECT ROUTTNE

The folLowing rout,ine was used with each subject:

1" Assign subject, numberd adjust number holder.

2, Meet subject, explain procedure, show equiprnent.

3. Sign consent form"

4. Record subjectos numbera agê, height and weight.

5. Do coin toss to determine direction of first turn (heads = right;

tails = left),

6. Have subject try on girdleso attach goniometer, adjust pervic

girdle bracket. if necessary.

7" Seat subject and adjust seating if necessary.

8" Place subject in supíne"

9" Rub skin of abdomen firmly with alcohol_ swabs.

l-0. Mark bony landmarks and draw guidelines.

11" Apply electrodes to abdominal area (4 pairs, 1 reference).

12. Practise maximum isometric positions and commands.

13" Attach leads in order--Rul0, RLLO, LULO, LLLO.

14" Record subject number, date, side of first rotation on recorder

chart,.

15, Calibrate recorder.

16" Subject performs maximum isometric contraction--left shoulder to

right hip, then right shoulder to left hip.

17. If satisfactory, record attenuator sensitivity for channels I to 4"

18" Detach leads"

L9. PLace subject in sitting.
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20" Rub skin of back firmly with alcohol swab.

21" Mark bony landmarks, draw guidelines.

22" App1y electrodes to back area (2 pairs) 
"

23. Place subject in prone.

24" Practise maximum isometric posÍtion and commands.

25" At,tach leads in order--REs, LES.

26. Calibrate recorder"

27. Subject performs maximum isometric contraction"

27" If satísfactory, trecord attenuator sensitivity for channels 5 and 6.

28. Detach leads-

29. Photograph subject--anterioro posterior.

30. Attach leads"

31, Apply pelvic airdle, seat subject, adjust girdle

32, Apply thoracic girdle"

33" Attach electrogoniometer"

34" Calibrate el-ectrogoníometer, recalibrate electrode channels if

necessary.

35. Start met.ronome, demonstrate exercise"

36. Subject practÍses exercise, chart, recorder off.

37" Subject performs exercise, chart record.er on.

38. subjects r-r0, remove electrogoniometer, rest in sitting for l0

minutes "

For subjects Ìl-20, remove electrogoniometer and girdles, rest in

sit,ting for 10 minutes"

39. For subjects I-LO reattach eLectrogoniometer, check electrode con-

nections, recalibraÈe all channeJs, restarL met.ronome and subject
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repeats exercise.

For subjects rL-20 reattach electrogoniometer, reappry pelvic and

thoracic airdresu check erectrode connect,ions, recaribrate arÌ
channels¿ restart metronome and subject repeats exercise"

40. Run completed" Thank subject"
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Each subject $¡as fitted with one of four sizes of pelvic girdles

to ensure maximum contact and to reduce slipping of the girdre to a

minimum. The position of the thoracic Airdle r$/as kept constant across

subjects by using the T1g spinous process as a bony land.mark"

subjects were seated on a stool such that hips and knees were

in 90o flexíon, pervis and thighs v¡ere welr supported and feet were

flat on the floor" To ensure maximum excursion of the trunk, subjects

were instructed to hold their arms at chin level in shoulder abduction

and elbow flexion.

rn the sitting position the subject u/as required to rotate as

far as possible to one side, return, to midline, rotate as far as pos-

sibre to the opposite side and reÈurn to midline" This sequence of

movement,s constituted one cycle and each cycle was repeated five times

without interruption. A metronome was used to set. a constant cadence

for the exercise of approximately 16 second,s per cycre. To avoid

bias, the side to which the subject would turn first was determined by

coin toss: heads--subject turned to the reft, tairs--subject turned to

the right. This was done for arl right-handed subjects. Because only

three subject.s were reft handed, a coin toss was used for the first

subject and then aIl subsequent left-handed subjects were required to

turn first to the side opposite to that of the previous left-handed

subj ect "

_ After a period of practise¡ two experimentar runs were done by

each subject with a Io minute interval between runs to minimize the

effecÈs of warmup and fatigue (Brandefl s ]-:g77) " To check the reliability

of the goniometer, the total subject group was divided inÈo tr^¡o groups
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of r0 subjects each. rn Group A the goniometer was removed but the

thoracic and pelvic girdles were left on during the rest period; in

Grou¡l B both goniometer and girdles hrere removed before the rest

period"

Arl subjects \¡rere sent a letter of thanks for their participa-

tion in the study.

DATA COLLECTION

A sample of the data collection sheets used

fou¡rd in Appendix A. Fifteen sheets were used

in this study can

to record 649 piecesbe

of information for each subject.

The anu¡unt of rotation to l-eft and right sides for both the

first and second trials was calculated from the maximum deflect,ion of
the electrogoniometer tracing. The tracing v¡as also used to determine

the specific point in the rotation cycle of onset, peak and cessation

of activity of a particular muscle (nig" Il). Íhis was then calcul_ated

as a percentage of the total rotation cycle.

To determine the amount of electrical activity generated during

the maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) of a muscÌe, a one second

sample of muscle activity during the MVC was selected by measuring

0.5 sec (12"5 mm) to either side of the point, of maximum amplitude

in the contraction and then measuring the area of the linear envelope

in this section with a Talos digitizing tablet. The resul-ting value is
the antcunt of integrated electrical activity of the MVC and is expressed

in mill-ivolt seconds (MV.sec) 
"

The area of the linear envelopes recorded for each muscle was

also measured with the digitizing babl-etand each value was divided bv
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FIGURE l-1" Example of chart recorder printout..
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the time of the muscle contraction to give the integrated electrical

activity of the muscle in millivolt seconds. This was then expressed

as a percentage of the MVC for that muscle"

St,atistical analysis of the data was done using the Statistical

Analysis system (sAS) and the statistics on Line (sol,) prograns of the

Computer Department for Hea1th Scienceso University of Manitoba"



CHAPTER IV

RES ULTS
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ROTATION DATA

As described in a previous section, each subject performed two

sequences of exercise with a l-0 minute rest period between. The first

sequence will be designated Trial 1; the second, Trial 2"

From cal-ibration of the qoniometer it was known that each divi-

sion of deflection recorded on the chart was egual to l-.4o of rotation.

Therefore, the maximum amount of rotation registered. by the goni-ometer

and expressed in degrees was calculated by counting the number of

divisions ofexcursion (each division equalled 0.8 mm) and multiplying

this figure by 1.4"

For each trial there were five rotations per subject each to the

left and to the rioht" The mean of the five values was calculated and

represents the average amount of rotation to left or right per subject

for that trial. Because the probable error in measurement over the

five trials was +I.4, representing 2S over 50 divisions, the mean

value was expressed as the nearest whole number (Davis and Foote, l-956) "

Table 7 presents the data on the mean amount of rotation to the

l-eft and right in aII subjects for Trials t and 2. In both trials the

amount of rotation to the left was greater than that to the right,

however when these data were compared. using a paired t Test ( 2-taited)

the differences were not significant (Table B).

Overall, the amount of rotation to the left and to the right is

l-ess in Trial 2, however this d.ifference is significant only in rota-

tion to the right (Table 8). However, in six subjects rotation to the

l-eft was greater in Trial 2, in six subjects rotation to the right was
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¡,IEAN ROTATION VALUES FOR TRTAT,S 1 AND 2, AIL SUBJECTS.

N=20

TRTAL I TRTAL 2

SIJBJECT LEFT TURN RIGIT TURN LEFT TURN RIGHT TURN

TABLE 7.

-L

2

J

4

6

I
9

IO

tl
L2

I3
1A

15

I6
I7

-L a1

19

20

X

VAR

SD

SE!1

24

22

30

¿Y

f9

¿J

1Â

22

24

¿o

¿o

30

22

27

a^

29

zô

ZJ

¿J

25

I8
A

1l-

24

23

3

I

25

a^

¿J

¿o

29

J_7

22

15

LI

20

z+

¿6

20

¿o

27

z+

aÂ

24

¿J

IÈJ

¿I

l

2L

¿J

29

25

18

22

I3

23

¿J

¿J

25

29

zw

27

22

24

z4

22

L7

22

31

25

2L

t9

19

15

22

20

z4

22

3l
I8
24

I8
a^

22

¿+

24

22

I7
r',

I
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TABLE 8" CO¡,IPARTSON OF IUEAN AI\,IOUNT OF ROTATION IN DEGREES

lL-¿v

c="0f

LEFT TURN RIGHT TURN

25t4 24!5

23t4 22t4

NS p<.01

LEFT vS RTGHT
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grcat-cr in TriaI 2 a¡rd 1¡l l-hrcc subjocLs roLaL.iorr Lo bot-lr lcft- ¿rrrcl

right was greater in Trial 2.

Some subjects began both trials of the exercise sequence by

turning first to the right (right first), some to the left (left

first) . The direction of the first turn was determined by coin toss.

This was done to decrease the possibility of bias that might occur due

to the uptake of the slack in the goniometer rodlshaft system during

the first turn "

Table 9 shows the comparison of the amount of rotation to the

left and to the right in each of Trials I and 2 between left first and

right first subjects. A 2-tailed t rest for independent. samples was

used to compare the data and, in all cases, the differences r¡/erc rlot.

significant 
"

To test for accuracy of aLt.achment of the goniometer, the total

subject group was divided into t$¡o groups of l-0: Group A and Group B.

As described previousry, at the end of Trial I the goniometer was

removed from the girdles worn by subjects in Group A and they rested

for Ì0 minutes with the girdres in prace " At the end of the rest

period the goniometer was reattached and Trial 2 was carried ouL. For

subjects in Group B, the goniometer and the girdles $rere remcved at

the end of Triar J-, they rested for r0 minutes, the gird]-es were then

reappried, Lhe goniometer reattached and Trial- 2 was carried out.

11r test for honogeneity of the groups before thc manipulation

of goniometer and girdles occurred, rotation to the reft and then to

the right in Triar 1 was compared between Group A and croup B (Tabre

l0), using a 2-tailed t Test for independent sampLes. There r^/as no
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TABLE 9" COMPARTSON OF MEAN AMOUNT OF ROTATION BETI^IEEN LEFT FIRST AND

RTGHT FTRST SI.JBJECTS.

LEFT TURN RIGHT TURN

LEFT
FIRST
(¡=11)

RIGHT
VS FIRST P

(n=9) VALUE

LEFT
FIRST
(n=11)

VS

RIGHT
FIRST P

(n=9) VALLJE

TRIAL

TRIÀL

0 = .01

NS

NS

24t5 26

23!4 24

t

2

t3

14

22

2T

26t

¿q!

+A

r3
NS

NS

5

5



TABLE I0. COMPARISON OF MEAN AMOUNT OF ROTATION BETI^]EEN

GROUP A AND GROUP B.

LBFT TURN RTGHT TURN

l0l.

GROUP

BP
(n=10 ) VALIIE

GROUP

A
(n=I0)

"r/l + tr

22!5

\/c

GROUP

BP
(n=I0) VAIUE

\J.K\JUT

A
(n=J_0)

TRIAL

TRT.AÏ.

^1u--uf

24t3 NS

23!4 NS

24

2L

26!3 NS

25!4 NS

l

2

t6

t5



significant. difference between the two groups.

used to compare values of Group A to those of

that is, after the goniometer and girdles had

significant difference \¡/as found.

ro2.

The same t.est. was t.hen

Group B during Trial 2,

been reapplied. No

}IUSCLE ACTIVITY DATA

Ðetails of the method used to analyze the amount of integrated

el-ect.rical activity generated by muscLe contraction were presented in

the section on Data ColLect,ion. In sunmary, the mean of the integrated

electrical activity divided by the time of muscle contraction prod,uced

by a specific muscle during five rotations each to the Ìeft and right

sides over a defined period of time v/as measured and the resultinq

value was expressed as a percentage of the inteqratccl electrical acti-

vity generated by that muscle over the same period of time during a

maximum voluntary contraction (MVc). rt is, however, impossible ro

determine if all possible motor units of the muscle are being recruited

during the MVC and t.hereforeo the value obtained from this contraction

is only an approximation of the maximum performance of the muscle"

consequently, the values calcurated for the percentage of MVC are a

rough estimate of the activity of a muscre reÌative to its maximum

possible performance and are therefore taken to the nearest whol-e num-

ber. Ho!ùever, t.he values are useful in that some quant.itative comparr-

son can be made between muscles and a det.ermination can be made of the

general patterns of muscle activit.y during a particular movement or

sequence of movements (Basmajian, 1g79; Letts and Quanbury, rgTB; perry

et al. o f98l).
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To det.ermine if a significant difference existed between level-s

of activity of the anterolateral abdominal and crc-ctor spinae muscl-es

during the rotation cycle, the raw data were subiected to a three

factor repeated measures analysis of variance in which the three fac-

tors were: subject (2o revers), muscre (six revers), and side (two

level-s). The result indicated that, overall, there was a significant

difference (P<"000I) in the level of activity of the six muscles during

rotation to the left and to the right " A post hoc analysis of means

was then carried out to determine more precisery the difference in

levels of activiÈy within each of the muscres and also between the

muscl-es during rotation to the 1eft and right.

LEFT UPPER LATERAT OBLIQUg

Raw data for the amount of integrated electrical activity com-

pared to Èhe MVC of this muscle are presented in Table lr. rt can be

seen that the muscle !{as active in all subjects during both phases of

the rotation" During rotation to the left the average amount of inte-

grated electrical activity was 2lg" of MVC while during rotation to the

right the average amormt of integrated electricaL activity was 29% of

MVC" Overall, 16 subjects (80e") showed greater activity of the left

upper lateral oblique muscl-e during rotation t,o the right than to the

left" Howeveru statistical analysis using a paired t rest (2-taited)

revealed that these differences in revers of activity were not

sign ificant.

In summary,

during rotation to

left upper latcral oblique muscle was activc

Ieft and to the right and the level of activity

the

the
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TABLE I]." MEAN INTEGRÄTED MUSCLE ACTTVITY OF LEFT UPPER LATERAL

OBLIAUE EXPRESSED A

SUBJECT LEF'T TURN AND RETURN RTGHT TURN AND RBTURN

.L

2

J

4

5

6

1

I
9

IO

rl_

L2

13

L4

l5
16

t7

I8

t9

20

/1 À

27

4I
t0

I1

l6
I8

a

I6

I9

I9

IO

25

II
3l
t5

I3

40

45

2I
159

IJ

L7

J+

z5

L4

32

tr^

L2

44

37

46

L7

27

I
19

74

t^

2L

4t

29

29

295

LI
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expressed as a percentage of MVc \Á¡as approximatery equaì" in both

directions.

LBFT LOVJER LATBRAL OBLIQUE

Tabl-e 12 presents the ra!,J data for the integrated electrical

activity compared to the MVC for this muscle. During rotation to the

reft the mean integrated eÌectrical activiLy was 3l-s" of MVC whire

during rotat.ion to the right it was Ìrå" The muscre showed negligibre

activity during rotation to the left in one subject. (5e"), and was

inactive during rotation to the right in one subject (5""). overalr.

the muscle was more active during rotat.ion to the left than it. was

during rotat.ion to the right in 19 subjects (95e") and a statisticaL

analysis of the data using a paired t Test (2-tailed) showed that this

diffe¡:ence in activity levels was significant (p<.01).

LEFT ERBCTOR SPINAE

The levels of integrated electrical activity of this muscle are

presented in Table 13. During rotation to the left the muscre was

act.ive in all subjects and showed an average level of integrated acti-

vity of l6s" of MVC. During roÈation to the right the muscle was active

in 19 subjects (95%) and had an average level of integrated activity of

l-0% of MVC" Overall, the muscle was more active durinq rotation to the

l-eft than to the right in 17 subjects (85%) and a statistical analysis

of the data for arJ- subjects using a paired t rest (2-taired) showed

t-lrat- t-llc di f fcre¡rcc in thc lcvcl of activity was sic-¡nif icarrt. (p<,0r) .
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TABLE 12. MEAN INTEGRATED MUSCLE ACTIVTTY OF LEFT LOWBR LA1ERAL

OBLIOUE EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF MVC

SUBJECT LEFT TURN AND RETURN RIGHT TURN AND RETURN

t
2

3

4

6

7

ö

9

IO

1I

12

fJ

L4

15

16

T7

t8

19

20

19

93

33

IO

22

23

T9

T9

)-¿+

66

25

10

0

¿+

27

94

JU

-Àz+

31

6L4

¿3

X

VAR

I
IO

5¿

0

t3

I1

2

1!

2

3

2

28

I
8

ZJ

L2

2L

9

2T

rl-

92

10
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SUBJECT

107.

MEAN INTEGRÀTED I'IUSCLE ACTIVITY OF LEFT BRECTOR SPINAE

EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF MVC

LEFT TURN AND RETURN RIGHT TURN AND RETI]RN

l

4

5

6

7

I
9

TO

11

L2

I3
L4

15

I6
I7

18

l9
20

19

I
20

L7

4

-L TJ

1I
15

6

11

L7

9

A

t8

LZ

t1

56

1A

L2

8

I
J

I

6

l5
7

^

0

4

2

T7

19

19

1

I
42

X

VAR

SD

16

L49

12

'l^

q)

10
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RTGHT UPPBR LATE.R4L OBLI9UE

The data for integrated electrical activity of this muscle can

bc seen in Table 14. It can be seen that the muscle was active during

both teft and right turn phases of rotation in all subjects. During

rotation to the left the mear¡ level of integrated activity was 34e" of

the MVC while during rotation to the right the mean integrated acti-

vity leveL was 18q" of MVC. Overall¡ the muscle v/as more active during

rotation to the teft in 15 subjecLs (75e") and a statistical analysis

of the data for all subjects, using a paired t Test (2-tailed), showed

that the difference in the level of activity was significant 1p<.01).

RIGHT LOWER LATERAL OBLTQUE

Tablc 15 prcscnt-s thc data for l-ho lcvcls of int-carat-cd clcctri-

cal activity of this muscle during thc two phascs of rotation. During

rotation to the Ieft the mean integrated electrical acLivity was 16t

of MVC while during rotation to the right it was 28t. The muscle l¡ias

ínactive during rotation to the left in five subjects (25e"), showed

negligible activity in one subject (5%), buL was active in all subjects

during rotation to the right. ûverall, the muscle was more active

during rotation to the right. in 18 subjects (90*¡ and a statistical

analysis of the data for alt subjectso using a paired t Test (2-tailed),

showed that the difference in the leveI of electrical activity was

significant (p<"05) 
"
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SUBJECT

I
z

3

5

6

7

tJ

9

t0

I1

L2

I3

I4
15

t6

T7

I8

I9

20

VAR

]09 -

¡4EAN INTEGRATED I.4USCLE ACTIVTTY OF RIGHT UPPER LATERAL

OBLIQUE EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAgE OF MVC

LEFT TURN AND RETURN RTGHT TURN AND FETURN

29

3t

2T

30

13

30

3l
6I
44

32

2T

t^

t8
A1

9I
37

4A

IO

24

t9

L2

39

I3

t8

I3

IO

z4

21

T6

23

a

ZU

L2

10

¿o

16

t9

2L

I9

54

373

19

Iö

55
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MEAN INTEGRATED MUSCLE ACTTVITY OF RIGHT LO!ÙER LATERAL

OBLIQUE EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF M\iC

LEFT TURN AND RETURN RIGHT TURN AND RETURN

TABI,E 15.

SUBJECT

x

VAR

qn

35

¿J

¿+

L7

I9

27

5

t3

t6

I
11

36

91

zó

1

I1

33

55

11

33

4

5

19

0

23

6

rì

0

0

1

I

13

25

L4

0

0

I
49

LZJ

1Á

I
2

3

A

5

6

1

I
9

10

l1
T2

13

I4

t5

T6

L7

t8
19

20

2A

488

22

16

8t4

29
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RTGHT ERECTOR SPINAE

The data for leveIs of integrated electrical activity can be

seen in Tabl-e 16. Rotation to the left produced a mean level of int.e-

gratcd activity of 9t of MVC while rotation to tirc r:ight rcsulted in

a mean integrated activity level of l5B of MVC. In one subjcct (5*,¡

the muscle was inactive during rotation to the left. Overall, the

right erector spinae h¡as more active during rotation to the right in

14 subjects (70%) and a statistical analysis of the data for all sub-

jects, using a paired t Test (2-tailed), showed that the difference

in electrical activity was significant (p<.05).

In sumrnary, \dhen the activity levels of each muscle are compared

during rotation, the right and left upper lateral obliques, the Ieft

lower lateral oblique and left erector spinae are most active during

rotation to the left while the left and right uppcr lateral obJ-iques,

thc right lower lateral oblique and the right erector spinae are most

act-ive during rotation to thc right.

The l-evels of activity between muscles r¡/ere then compared to

determine which muscles showed the greatest activity during rotation

to a particular side. Tabte 17 presents the mean levels of integrated

electrical activitv of all muscles durinq rotation and their rank

order of activity. It can be seen that, in rank order, the right

upper lateral oblique, left lower Lateral oblique, left upper lateral

oblique, right lower lateral oblique, Ieft erector spinae and right

erector spinae were act.ive during rotat.ion to the left while, during

rol-ation to tlre right, the left u¡>pcr latcral obliquc, right- lowcr
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TABLE 16. MEAN TNTEGRATED MUSCLE ACTTVTTY OF RIGHT ERECTOR SPINAE

EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF MVC

SUBJECT LEFT TURN AND RETURN RIGHT TURN AND RETURN

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

ì1

T2

13

L4

I5

I6

L7

18

t9

20

-lÁ

L2

IO

9

À

I
l_tl

Õ

3

II
3

0

l1
L4

9

^

t1

I
33

IO

7

I6

l8
6

9

.A

r.+

7

11

9

l3
L2

L2

35

24

30

36

VAR

cn

9

52

lq

93

10
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lateral obtique, right upper lateral oblique, right erector spinae,

lcft lowcr Iateral obliquc and left erccttlr spinac werc activc"

Using a paired t Test for data with similar variances and the

Inlilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test for 1\¡¡o Groups (Sokal and Rohlf , 1981) for

data with unequaì- variances, multiple comparisons were made between

the activity levels of various muscles to determine if there were

significant differences in the act.ivity levels. An example of how the

Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for T\¡o GrouPS was performed on the data is

given in Appendix B"

Table l8 presents a summary of the resuLts of statistical tests

done to compare Lhe mean activity Levels of all muscles during rotation

to the left. It can be seen that tÌ¡ere was no significant difference

in the level of activity betvreen the rigl'rt upper lateraÌ obliquc and

the left lower lateral oblique, nor between the left lower lateral

oblique and the left upper lateral oblique. There was, however' a

significant difference between the activity levels of the right upper

Iateral oblique and the left upper lateral oblique, and also between

the left lower lateral oblique and left erector spinae and finally

betrdeen the left upper lateral oblique and the left erector spinae.

Therefore, t\^ro muscles appear to be more active than the rest and so

might be considered to be primarily responsibl-e for rotation to the

Left: right upper lateral oblique and lefÈ lower lateral oblique" The

other muscles, although actived appear Lo have less important roles

and may act as synergists.

Tabte 19 presents a surunary of the results of the statistical

Lests done to compare the mean activity levels of all muscles during



TABLE 18. SUMMARY OF THE STATISTICAL ANALYSES OF TIIE COMPARISON OF TI{E

MEAN LEVELS OF INTEGRATED ELECTRICAL ACTTVTTY OF ALL MUSCLES

DURING ROTATION TO THE LEFT

MUSCLE vS MUSCLE
MEAN

DIFFERENCE
STANDARD ERROR

OF TI]E ¡'ÍEAN

E

VALUE

LULO

LULO

LULO

LULO

LULO

LLLO

LLLO

LLLO

LLLO

LES

LIlS

LES

RULO

RULO

RILO

LLLO

LES

RULO

RLLO

RES

LES

RULO

RLLO

RES

RULO

RLLO

RES

RLLO

RES

RES

-10
+6

-13
+5

+12

+16

-3
+15

+22

-19

-1
+6

+18

+25

+7

6

2

5

6

3

6

I
(f

r

6

)

9

4

.05

ôq

.05

"ol

T\J

LVJ

.01-

.01

NS

.0r

.01

.01

NS

0 = .05

KEY: LULO

LLLO

LES

RULO

RLLO

RES

Left Upper Lateral Oblique

Left Lower Lateral Oblique

Left Erect.or Spinae

Right Upper Lateral Oblique

Right Lower Lateral Oblique

Right Erector Spinae
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TABLE 19" SUMMARY OF THE STATISTICAI ANALYSES OF THE COIvIPARISON OF THE

I{EAN LEVELS OF INTEGR-ATED ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF ALL MUSCLES

DURING ROTATION TO THE RIGHT

MUSCLE vs MUSCLE

¡,îEAN

DIFFERENCE
STANDARD ERROR

OF TTIE MEAN VÀLT'E

LULO

LULO

LULO

LULO

LULO

Ll,t,o

LLLO

LLLO

LLLO

LES

LES

LES

RULO

RULO

RLLO

LLLO

f.Ec

RULO

RLLO

R.ES

LES

RULO

RLLO

RULO

RLLO

RBS

RLLO

RES

ruJ

+l_8

+19

+11

+1

+14

+l

-8

-L7

-5

-8
-18

-5

-10
+3

+L4

5

4

,4

7

?

3

3

5

3

6

1

2

5

"0r
.0I

"05

NS

^l

NS

"01
.01-

NS

.UI

.01

-u5

NS

ñl

a = .05

KEY: LULO

LLLO

LBS

RULO

RLLO

RES

Left. Upper Lateral Oblique

Left Lower Lateral Oblique

Left llrector Spinae

Right Upper Lateral Oblique

Right Lower Lateral Oblique

Right Erector Spinae
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rotation to the right. rt can be seen that there was no significanl_

difference in muscle activity between the reft upper laterar obrique

and the right lower lateral oblique, nor between the riqht lower lateral

obrique and right upper laterar obrique or between the right upper

raterar oblique and the right erector spinae. Hor¡rever, there was a

significant difference between the left upper l-ateral oblique and the

right upper lateral obrique, between the right rower raterar obtigue

and the right erector spinae and between the right and left erecLor

spinae. Therefore, two muscles appear to be more active t.han the resc

and so might be considered to be primarily responsible for rotation to

the right: left upper lateral oblique and right lower lateral oblique.

'Ihe other muscles are active, however they appear to have Iess

important roles and possibly act as synergists"

POSITIONAL DATA

In addition to determining the rel-ative levels of muscle activity

during rotation, the seguence of participation of each muscre during

movement was also investigated"

As described previousry, the amount of rotation to the left and

right sides r,{as measured from the goniometer tracing and the final-

varue for each side was the mean of five turns to that side. For each

subject, the total cxcursion to left and right, nìcasured in degrees,

was designated 100å of the rotat.ion cycle. I{ithin the rotation cycle

there were the following components: initiat position in midline (0% of

cycre), rotation to the extreme left (25% of. cycle), return to midline
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(50e" of cycle), rotation to the extreme right (75% of cycle) and

return to midline (1008 of cycle).

Three positional parameters of the EMG tracing were select.ed

for evaluation: onseto peak and cessation of muscle activity. These

three points were located and marked on the chart recording of the

activity of each muscle during the left turn and ret.urn phase and also

during the right turn and return phase of the entire sequence of move-

ment in trial 1. Each point was compared to the simultaneous deflec-

tion of the goniometer and, in Lhis way, the onsct, peal< and cessation

of muscle activity in each of the two major phases of rotation could

be correlated with a specific degree of trunk rotation in that phase.

Thus each point was given a value in degrees and could then be expressed

as a percentage of the trunk excursion in the left turn and return

phase or in t,he right turn and return phase" This, in turn, could be

expressed as a percentage of the total trunk excursion during one com-

plete rotation (Ieft turn and return phase plus right turn and return

phase) " Once the data were normalized in this fashion comparisons

could be made between muscles and between subjects.

Data on the pattern of activity of each muscle will be presented,

fol.l.owc''d by comparison of the activj,t.y pattcrns Lrctwc<-.n musclcs cìurin<.¡

t-hc rotation cycle"

LEFT UPPER LATERAL OBLIQUE

The onseto peak and cessation data for this muscle during rota-

tion to the left and right are presented in Tabte 20. It can be seen

that the pattern of events was consistent across 2O subjects.



LEFT UPPER LATERAL OBLIOUE

ONSET-PEAK-CESSATION POSITTONS AS

llq

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CYCLE

TABLE 20.

SUBJECT

LEFT TURN AND RETURN RIGHT TURN AND RETURN

ONSET PEAK CESSATTON ONSET PEAK CESSATION

t
2

^

5

6

7

I
9

10

II
12

l3
L4

l5

16

L7

I8

l9
20

0

0

I

0

0

U

0

0

0

0

0

1

I
0

0

0

0

z4

111

¿5

24

z4

24

23

22

20

z5

¿4

25

z+

24

24

¿J

1/1

¿4

5Z

50

49

¿o

46

43

29

25

+t]

)9,

27

48

42

Áa

50

45

50

40

TJ¿

9

50

5l-

50

53

JU

50

52

53

50

4A

50

5I
5t
52

5l
50

50

50

5I

t5

/3

75

75

7q,

75

75

11

t4
'1 /'l

7L

73

75

7L

75

t4

75

x

VAR

0

I

't

24

I
t

5I
2

I

74

2

I

86

97

100

öÕ

95

94

r00

80

85

98

81

92

yt)

100

85

100

100

r00

r00

94

Â1
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During rotation to the left, the muscl_e became active, on

average, at the 0e" position of the cycle. rn 15 subjects (75e") the

muscle became active at the very beginning of rotation, at 0e" of the

cycle" onset for the remaining five subjects (25%) was before the 4%

position of the cyc1e. Peak activity occurred, on average, at the 24e.

position of the cycle, that is, before the ext.reme teft position (z5z

of cycre) was reached. fhis was the pattern found in 95% of the sub-

jects. The muscle became inactive, on average at the 408 position of

tlre cycre and, in 858 of the subjects, muscle activit-y stopped before

the t.rurk returned to midtine (508 of cycle),

During rotation to the righto the muscle became active, on

averageu at the 51+" position of the cycre; that is, as the trunk beqan

to mãve from the midtine position (50% of cycre) to the right. This

pattern of onset at or shortly past the midrine position was seen in

95s" of subjects" The peak of muscre activj-ty occurred, on average, at

the 74å posiÈion of the rotation cycle or just before the trunk reached

the extreme right position (75% of cycle). Ttre muscle ceased activity,

on average, at the 94% posiLion of the cycre, or just before the trunk

reached the midline (100% of cycle) from the extreme right position.

In summary, l-hc lcft uppcìr latcral oblicìuc bccanlcl act.ivc immc-

ciiatcry as the trunk began to rotatc Lo ]cft and to riglrt, ¡roak actr-

vity occurred just before the trunk reached the extremes of rotat.ion

and activity stopped just before the trunk returned to the midline from

the extreme position.
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LEFT LOWER LATERAL OBLIQUB

Raw data for onset, peak and cessation of act.ivity for this

muscle are presented in Table 2I" During rotation to the left, the

muscle became active at the Os" Position of the cycle. Peak muscle

activiLy occurred, on average, at the 23s. position of the cycle; that

is, before the trunk reached the extreme left position (25e" of cycle) '

This was the pattern observed in 90å of the subjects' Muscle activity

stopped, on average, aL 423 of the cycle, before the trunk returned to

the midline position (50å of cycle) and this was seen in 75t of subjects.

During rotal-ion to the right, the muscle was inactive in one sub-

jcct-. In t-hc rcmaining 19 subjccts, the averat¡o onst:l- of activity

occurred at 68s" of the cycle, before the trunk reached the extreme

right position (758 of cycle). This was the pattern observed in 1l- of

the 19 subjecÈs (5ge"). In the remaining eight subjects (42e") peak

activity occurred at or immediately after the 75? position of tl¡e cycle;

that. is, after the trunk began to move from the extreme right position

(75% of cycle) back to the midline (IO09ó of cycle). Muscle activity

stoppedo on averagea at the 948 position of the cycle; that is, as the

trunk approached the midline position (1008 of cycle) '

In summary, activity in the left lower lat.eral oblique muscle

during rotation t.o the left was consistent, with onset of activity at

the beginning of t-he cyclc, peak activity occurring before Lhe extreme

left position was reached and cessation of activiLy before the trunk

returned to midline. Musc}e activity was less consistent during rota-

tion to Èhe right. In general, the muscle became active as the trunk



TABLE 2I.

SUBJECT

1
f

2

3

4

5

rJ

I
9

10

11

12

13

1A
I=

15

16

L7

18

I9

20

VAR

qn

L22.

LBFT LOI,üER LATERAL OBLIOUE

ONSET-PEAK-CESSATION POSITIONS AS PERCENTAGE OF ÎOTAL CYCLE

LBFT TURN AND RETURN RIGHT TURN AND RETURN

ONSBT PEAK CESSATTON ONSET PBAK CESSATION

0

0

0

J

U

0

0

2

0

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

1

24

,l

15

IO

z4

z5

¿5

¿4

.A

I9

¿4

2T

1/1

27

22

ZJ

-À

25

2L

64

61

76

59

75

1')

68

t¿

83

52

75

79

50

78

50

5l_

44

49

49

25

50

49

40

25

25

38

44

zö

49

38

50

39

50

50

5U

42

86

9

23

J

87

73

77

100

r00

YO

100

93

t00

88

100

100

100

r00

r00

I00

r00

100

r00

ro0

97

76

88

75

75

99

99

94

100

8I
89

95

a4

95

1Â

79

68

l'24

II

86

95

IO

94

39

6
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moved from midline to the right, peak activity occurred as the trunk

began to move back to the rnidl"ine from the extreme right position and

activity stopped as the trunk regained the midl-ine position.

I,EFT ERECTOR SPINAE

Tfie onset, peak and cessation positions for this muscle are pre-

sented in Table 22" rt can be seen that there was a high degree of

variation in the pattern of muscle act.ivity across the 20 subjects with

the greatest variation occurring during rotat.ion to t.he right.

During rotation t-o the left, thc musclc bccamc active beforc t_llc

trunk reached the extreme reft position (258 of cycle) in 16 subject.s

(80e"), having a mean onset position of l3s" of the cycle for the entire

group. Peak muscre activity occurredo on average, at the 3oa position

of the cycle, just after the trunk reached t,he extreme reft posit.ion

and began to return to midtine" Muscle activity ceased, on averaçJe,

at 389" of the cycre, before the trunk reached the midline position

(50å of cycle) , and this was the pattern observed in goq" of subjects.

During roÈation to the right the muscle was inactive in one sub-

ject. For the entire grouPo the mean onset time occurred at the 64ts

position of the rotation cycle; that iso before the trunk reached the

cxtreme right position (75t of cycle). This was ilre pattern observed

in 14 of the 19 subjects (74%) in which the muscre was active. peak

muscle activity occurred, on average, at gos¿ of the cycle; that. is,

immediatery past the extreme right (758) position. This was the par-

tern observed in 12 of the 19 subjects (63e") in which the muscle vras

active- The muscle ceased activity, on average, at 93r," of the cycren



ÎABLE' 22.

SUBJECT

I

2

{

+

6

l
I
9

IO

11

L2

IJ

L4

15

l6
L7

18

I9

20

i
VAR

1aÀ

LEFT ERECTOR SPINAE

ONSET-PEAK_CESSATION POSITIONS AS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CYCLE

LEFT TURN AND RETURN RÏGHT TURN AND RETURN

ONSET PEAK CESSATION ONSET PEAK CESSATION

19

2

0

¿4

5

t8

0

2

0

45

0

0

1^

^1

Jö

0

0

37

0

25

25

2T

35

22

31

)a

JJ

50

20

22

28

f,U

45

¿Y

1/1

50

aÁ

22

54

44

J(f

38

25

36

z3

33

25

6l

A'

68

54

36

40

60

a1

25

62

50

60

58

58

OJ

59

59

61

85

5v

óz

75

7I

44

80

65

51

7T

68

79

74

67

19

75

85

97

72

91

96

86

93

95

75

69

87

BO

94

99

75

8I
100

96

ro0

100

75

100

100

100

100

94

100

I00
9,)

93

89

9

t3

11

30

r08

10

38

177

13

64

128

11

80

r08

l0
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bcfore the t-ru¡rk regained the midline ¡rosition (I00?, of cycì_c) , and

this was observed in 17 of the 19 subject.s (BOt¡ in w¡ich tire muscle

was active.

rn summary, the pattern of activity in the left erector spinae

muscle during trunk rotat,ion was variable with more consistency dis-

played during rotation to the l-eft. During rotation to the left, the

muscl-e became active as the trunk moved from midline toward the left,

peak activity occurred past the extreme l-eft position and activicy

stopped as the trunk moved from the extreme left position back toward

midline. During rotation to the right, the muscre became active as

the trunk moved from midline toward the right, peak activity occurred

¡rast the extreme right position and activity stop¡red bcfore the t.runk

regained the midline position"

RIGHÎ UPPER LATERÃL OBLIQUE

The positionar data for this muscÌe are presented in Table 23.

rt can be seen that the sequence of muscre activity was consistent

across the 20 subjects for rotation in both directions"

During rotation to the left the mean position of onset occurred

at l-% of the cycle, as the trunk moved away from the midrine posit.ion

(0ø" of cycle) toward the left" rhe mean position of peak activity was

24:ì' of. t.he cycJ.c, just bcforc thc trunk rc-..rchccl thc cxtrcmc lcf t lrosi-

tion (25% of cycte) and the mean cessation position was 46e¿ of the

cycle, immediateJ-y before the trunk reached the midline position (5ot

of cycle) from the extreme l_eft. position.



TABLE 23.

SUBJECT

126.

RIGHT UPPER LATERAL OBLTQUE

ONSET-PEAK-CESSATION POSITIONS AS PERCENTAGE OF TOTA], CYCLE

LEFT TURN AND RETURN RIGHT TURN AND RETURN

ONSET PEAK CESSATTON PEAK CESSATION

I
2

3

/1

5

6

7

ö

9

10

ìl

L2

t3
1A
I=

t5

t6

L7

l8
IY

20

U

0

0

2

0

0

ô

0

o

3

0

I

o

o

L7

24

¿+

')À

¿5

25

25

'') Â

)A

25

24

2I
25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

45

EA

^1

40

40

50

50

4L

50

50

40

¿*o

43

50

44

50

.*o

50

4A

53

50

50

53

JZ

5l
50

50

50

50

50

50

51

55

50

50

51

57

72

12

75

75

73

75

14

7T

73

66

73

IU

70

1/1

69

'7a

73

74

91

I00

9¿

8B

100

100

YL

75

85

92

95

96

I00

76

98

100

86

82

96

vöÃ

bu

9I
lo
I

t3

6

5I

I

¿+o

z5

q

1A

I

l_

I
I5

4
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During rotation to the right, tl.¡c mcarì onsct- ¡:osition occurrccì

at 51t of thc cycle, as Lhe trunk movcd toward thc right. The mcan

peaJ< posit,ion was at 73% of the cycle, before the trunk reached the

extreme right position (75+" of cycle), and Lhe mean cessation position

was at 91% of the cycle, before the trunk returned to the midl-ine posi-

tion (lOOo" of cycle).

In summary, when roÈation to the left occurred, the right upper

l-ateral- obligue muscle became active at the beginning of the cycle,

peak activity occurred just before the extreme left position was

reached, and the muscle stopped being active before the trunk returned

to midline. During rot.ation to the right, the onset of activity al-so

occurred at the beginning of the cycle with ¡;cak activity occurring beforc

the extreme rigl"rt. position was reached and ccssatic¡n of activity

occurring before the trunk returned to midline. The pattern of muscle

activity was consistent across all 20 subjects.

RTGHT LOVIER LATERÄL OBLIQUE

The raw data for onseto peak and cessation of muscle activity are

presenÈed in Tabre 24 " rt can be seen that the activity pattern was

variable during rotation to the left, but was more consistent durinq

rotation t,o the right.

During rotation to the left, the muscle was inactive in five sub-

jects (258)" In nine of l-he 15 subjects (60e") in which thc muscle ì¡/as

activcn onsct occurred before thc trunk rcached thc extreme left posi-

tion (252 of. cycre), whire ín the remaining six subjects (40%) onset

occurred after the trunk reached the extreme left position (25+" of cycle)
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TAP.LE 24. RTGHT LOWER LATERÀL OBLTOUE

ONSET-PËAK-CESSATION POSITTONS AS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CYCLE

LBFT TURN AND RETURN RIGHT TURN AND RETURN

SUBJECT ONSET PEAK CESSATTON ONSET PEAK CESSATTON

I
2

4

q

6

l
(f

9

10

11

12

IJ

I4

t5

t_6

I]
18

19

20

/1Ê

I¿

I

26

12

¿o

7

¿6

9

20

28

J

t^

0

5

38

27

49

25

25

3l
4T

50

48

25

25

50

4A

49

50

38

50

25

50

4A

32

50

50

50

50

40

f,U

50

50

tr^

.lu

5t
57

5I
5I
97

50

f,U

5t
f,J

90

A1

50

50

50

^1

72

IU

75

69

14

75

74

75

l2
100

t4

72

t3

7I
I00

1A

t5

59

74

69

75

87

93

75

75

97

75

8I
'75

I00

Y ttr

80

99

95

100

]00
q'7

r00

98

to0

oaì

LT2

11

24

aÀ

X

VAR

SD

16

l-67

l3

Jf

L2T

I1

55

r8t
1/1

75

8l
oÕ



Pcak position was arso variabr-c. rn ninc of thc r.5 strbjccLs (60g)

in which the muscle was activen pe* activity occurred close to the

extreme left positionr whir.e in the remaining 40? of subjects, peak

actÍvity occurred croser to the midline position (50% of cycle). The

average position at which the muscl_e ceased activity was 45%, with g0%

of subjects showing this pattern.

rn rotation to the right,, the average onset position was 55ea of
the cycle as the trunk moved away from the midline (50% of cycle)

toward the right and this was the pattern of activity seen in 90% of
subjects" Peak muscre activity occurred, on average, at the 752 or

extreme right posit.ion of the cycle. rn 75t of subjects, peak actrvit.y
occurred close to the extreme right position. on average, muscle acti_
vity ceased at the 90% position of the cycle, as the trunk approached

the midline "

rn summary, activity in the right rower laterar- oblique muscle

was consistent during rotation to the right with onset of activitv at
the beginning of the cycre, peak activity occurring as the trunk

reached the extreme right position and cessation of activity as the

trunk returned to midline. The pattern of muscle activity was ress

consistent during rotation to the teft. Five subjects showed no acti-
vity but. in general, t.he muscle became active as the trunk moved from

midline to the extrcme J-eft, peak activity occurrecl as the trunk becra'

to move back to midrine from the extreme left, and activity sto¡rped as

the t.runk neared Lhe midline position.
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RIGHT ERECTOR SPINAE

Table 25 displays the onset, peak and cessation positions for

this muscle. It can be seen that there lltas great variation in t.he

pattern of the muscle activiÈy across the 20 subjects.

During rotation to the left, the muscle was inactive in one sub-

ject (53) " For the entire group the mean onset time occurred at the I2e"

position of the rotation cycle, that is, before the Lrunk reached the

extreme left position (25e of cycle). This was the pattern observed

in 15 of t.he 19 subjects (79%) in which the muscle was active. Pcak

act-ivity occurred, on average, aL the 27% position of the cycle as thc

trunk began to move from the extreme left position (25t of cycle) back

toward midline. In 14 of the 19 sr:bjects (74"") in which the muscle

was active, peak activity occurred cfose to the extreme Ieft position.

The muscle ceased activity, on average, at the 44:È position of the

cycle before the trunk regained the midline position (50? of cycle).

During rotation to the right, the muscle became active, on

average, at the 59e" position of the cycle, before the trunk reached

the extreme right position (75ø" of cycle). fhis was the pattern

observed in 85s" of subjects. Mean peak muscle activity occurred aL the

76t ¡rosiLion of thc cycle, In 15 sub jccts (75%) , pcal< activity occurrccl

closc bo the point whcre the trunk reachcd thc cxtremc riglrt posiì-ion.

Muscle activity ceased, on average, at. the B3g" position of the cycle

as the trunk moved from the extreme right position back to midline

(1003 of cycte) and this was the pattern observed in 75s" of subjects.
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TABLE 25. RIGHT ERECTOR SPTNAE

ONSET_PEAK-CESSATTON POSITIONS AS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CYCLE

LEFT TURN AND RETURN RIGHT TURN AND RETURN

SUBJECT ONSET PEAK CESSATION ONSET PEAK CESSATTON

I
z

3

A

5

6

I
9

IO

l1
L2

13

L4

15

16

17

t8

I9

20

0

?

16

6

25

6

]I
25

25

6

20

I5

25

10

0

22

ñ

9

2L

¿4

25

23

33

J¿+

35

J4

¿o

39

27

I8

27

25

24

z+

32

¿{o

/1^

3I
46

49

55

55

50

47

49

55

+U

35

49

39

44

'72

66

51

53

55

50

Ã^

59

52

58

50

ÕU

56

80

81

57

f,J

51

75

89

75

73

t6

1Ê

Y¿

1/1

59

7L

75

7L

84

1A

90

o5

73

75

75

Ì00

80

t5

85

8I
85

100

80

75

79

7q

96

82

86

79

95

7T

77

75

X

VAR

SD

59

I03

10

12

94

10

zl

58

a

83

78

Y

76

65

I

44

77

9
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rn summary, the sequence of activity of the right erector

spinae during rotation was variable, although there was more con-

sistency during rotation to the right- During rotation to the left,

the muscle became active as the t.runk moved from mid]ine toward t.he

lefto peak activity occurred crose to the extreme ]eft position and

muscle activity stopped before the trunk regained the midline posiLion.

During rotation to the right, the muscle became active as the trunk

moved from the midline toward the right, peak activity occurred close

to thc extrcme right position and activity ccascd as the trunk moved

from thc cxtrcme right back to midline.

COMPARTSON OF POSITIONAL EVENTS

The mean values for the onset and peak positions for the 20 sub-

jects were used to compare the sequence of activity in the six muscles

during rotation to the left and right. Cessation times r¡rere considered

to be too variabre and vrere not used. A summary of these varues and

the rank order of recruitment of the muscles is presented in Table 26.

rn order to determine that the difference in the seguence of

cvcnts was significant, the mean onset and peak data for each muscle

wcre comparcd to t.hose of all thc ot.her muscles and were an.rlyzed usinq

a paircd t Test for dat.a hlith similar variances and the Wilcoxo¡ Sictnecl-

Ranks Test for tß^/o Groups (sokal and Rohlf, tggr) for data wiÈh unequaL

variances" There were l-5 possiJrle muscle combinations for each para-

meter and the summaries of the results of the statistical anaLyses are

present.ed in Tables 27 to 30.
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TABLE 26. SU!4MÃRY OF ONSET AND PEAK MUSCLtr ACTIVITY DATA

EXPRESSED AS THE }IEAN PERCENTAGE OF ROTATION CYCLE

ROTATION TO THE LEFT ( ) = Rank Order of Event

MUSCLE ONSET r.L¿\I\

Left Upper Lateral Oblique

Left Lower Lateral Oblique

Left Erector Spinae

Right Upper Lateral Oblique

Right Lower Lateral Oblique

Right Erector Spinae

0 (r)

0 (r)

r3 (4)

L (2'

r.6 (s)

L2 (3)

24 (21

23 (r)

30 (4)

24 (2)

3s (s)

27 (3)

ROTIATTON TO THE RIGHT
% ( ) = Rank Order of Event

MUSCLE ONSET PEAK

Left Upper Lateral_ Oblique

Left Lower Lateral Oblique

Left Brector Spinae

Right Upper Lateral Oblique

Right Lower Lateral Oblique

Right Erector Spinae

st (1)

68 (s)

64 (4)

s1 (1)

ss (2)

5q l?ì

74 (2)

86 (6)

80 (s)

13 (r)

ts (3)

76 (4)
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In Table 26 it can be seen that the left upper lateral obl_ique,

Ieft lower lateral obligue and righÈ upper lateral oblique became active

at the beginning of the rotation cycle as the trunk moved from thc mici-

Iine toward the left. I,{hen the trunk was approximately hal-fway between

the nidline and the extreme left position, the right erector spinae,

Ieft erector spinae and right. lower lateral oblique became active and

their onset positions were not significantly different (Table 27) "

In Table 26 ít is shown that pcak activity occurred first in the

left Iowcr I¿¡teral oblique followed by Lhe lcft u¡r¡rer lateral obJ-ique

andtheright upper lateral obrique, arl occurring before the trunk

reached the extreme left position. Peak activity in the right and lefi,

erector spinae muscles occurred when the trunk moved past the extreme

left position and began to return t.o midline. while the right l-ower

lateral oblique showed peak activity tast compared to the other muscles,

its peak position was not significantly different from that of the left

erector spinae (Table 28). Both muscles showed peak activity when the

trunk was approximateJ-y halfway between the extreme lefÈ position and

midline.

Tabl.c 26 shows that, ctrrr:ing rotation to Lht: r:.ight-, tltc lcft- u¡rprrr

Iatcral oblique and right upper lateral oblique were recruit.ed irnmc-

di,al,ely as the trunk began to rotate from the midline posi.tion toward

the right" There was no significant difference between the onseL posi-

tions of these two muscles (Tabte 29). The next muscles to be recruited

were the right l-ower lateral obJ-ique and right erector spinae; thers was

no significant difference between their onset positions, nor was there a

significant difference between the onset positions of the right erector
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TABLE 27- SUI{MARY oF THE srATrsrrcAr ANAyLSES oF THE cot"lpARrsoN oF

ONSET POSITIONS--ROTATION TO THE LEFT

MUSCLE vs MUSCLE
MEAN

DIFFERENCE
STANDARD ERROR

OF THE I'IEAN
P

VALUE

LULO

LULO

LULO

LULO

LULO

LLLO

LLLO

LLLO

LLLO

LES

LES

LES

RULO

RULO

RLLO

LLLO

LES

RTJLO

RLLO

RES

RULO

RLLO

RES

RÛLO

RLLO

RES

RLLO

RES

RES

n

-13

-t
-16

-12

-13

-1

-16

-L2
+L2

-1
+1

-]5
-11

+6

0

A

I
3

)

q

I
3

¿

4

0

0

4

2

5

NS

.01.

NS

ôl

.01

.01

NS

.01

^1

.01

NS

NS

.0r

.01

w5

(Ì = "05

KIIY: LULO

LLLO

RULO

RLLO

RES

Left Upper Lateral Oblique

Left Lower Lateral Oblique

Left Drector Spinae

Right Upper Lateral Oblique

Right Lower Lateral Oblique

Right Erector Spinae
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.Sq¡,1MARY OF THB STATTSTICAL ANALYSES OF THE COI,{PARISON OF

PEAK POSITIONS.-ROTATION TO TIIE I,EFT

MUSCLE vs MUSCI,E
MEAN

DIFFERENCE
STANDARD ERROR

OF THE MEAN

P

VATUE

LULO

LULO

LULO

LULO

LULO

LLLO

LLLO

LLLO

LLLO

LES

LtrS

LES

RULO

RULO

RLLO

LLLO

LES

RULO

RLLO

RES

LBS

RULO

RLLO

RES

RULO

RI,LO

I(E;5

RLLO

RES

RES

+f

-7

-I
-1t
-4

-8

-¿

-12

-5

+6

-4
+3

-10

-3
+I0

l
2

0

{

2

3

l

J

1

J

3

¿

4

^<

.01

.01

.05

"0r
.01

.01

.05

t\ò

Àlq

.01

.05

.05

c = "05

KBY: LULO =
tlf 

^ -!!!v -

LES _-

RULO =

RI,LO =

RBS =

Left Upper Lateral Oblique

Left Lower Lateral Oblique

Left Brector Spinae

Right Upper Lateral Oblique

Right Lou,'er Lateral Oblique

Right Erector Spinae
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SUMMÀRY OF TTIE STATISTICAL ANALYSES OF TIIE COMPARISON OF

qry_sET POS]TIONS--ROTATTON TO THE RIGTTT

-

MUSCLE Vs MUSCLB
MEAN

DIFFERENCE
STANDARD ERROR

OF TIIE MEAN

r
VALUE

LULO

LULO

LULO

LULO

LULO

LLLO

LLLO

LLLO

LLLO

LES

LIJS

LES

RUI,O

RULO

RLLO

LLLO

LES

RULO

RLLO

RES

LES

RULO

RLLO

RES

RULO

RTLO

Rns

RLLO

RES

RES

-L7

-IJ

0

-¿l

-9
+3

+I3

+g

1.IJ

+9

+5

-.+

-8

-4

J

J

a¿

?

6

A

3

3

.t

3

3

.01

NS

rì fi

.01

NS

ñl

.01-

.05

.01

.0,1"

NS

.0r

.01

NS

0 = "o5

KllY: LULO

LLLO

LES

RULO

RLLO

RES

Left Upper Lateral Oblique
Left Lower Lateral Oblique
Left ErecÈor Spinae

Right Upper Lateral Oblique

Right Lower Lateral Oblique

Riqht, Erector Spinae
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spinae and the left erector spinae " The last muscl-e to become active

was the left lower lateral oblique, when the trunk was approximately

halfway between midline and the extreme right position.

Peak activityo as shown in Table 26, occurred first in the riqht

upper lateral obrique, folrowed by the left upper rateral obrique, both

occurring before the trunk reached the extreme right position. There

was no significanL difference between the peak activity positions of

the right lower lateral obrique, the right erector spinae and the left

erect.or spinae, all- of which occurred as the trunk reached the extreme

right position (Table 30). peak activity occurred l_ast in t.he Ìeft

Iower lateral oblique, when the trunk was approximately halfway between

the extreme right position and midl"ine.

rn summary, dr.ring rotation to the Ieft, the left upper laterar

oblique, left lower laLeral oblique and rigl-rt upper latcr¿rl obliclue

bccame act.ive first and showed peak activity before the trunk reached

the extreme reft position. The right erector spinae, left erector

spinae and right lower lateral obtique became active when the trunk

t¡ras approximately halfway between midline and the extreme left and

showed peak activity when the trunk moved past the extreme J_eft posi-

tion back toward midline"

During rotation to the right the left upper l-aterar oblique and

right upper l-ateral oblique became active first. and showed peak activit.y

before the trunk reached the extreme right positj.on. Thc right lower

lat.erar oblique, right erector spinae and reft erector spinae were

recruj.l-ed next and showed peak activity when thc tru¡k r:cachc{ the

extreme right position. The left. l-ower lateral- oblj.quc muscle was
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SUMMARY OF THE STATISTTCAL ANALYSES OF THE COMPARISON OF

PEAK POSITIONS-.ROTATION TO TTIE RIGTIT

MUSCLE vs MUSCLE

IV1EAN

DIFFBRENCE
STANDARD ERROR

OF THE MEAN

P

VALUE

LULO

LI'LO

LULO

LULO

LULO

LLLO

LLLO

LLLO

LLLO

T T¡q

LES

Ll! J

RULO

RULO

RLLO

LLLO

LES

RULO

RLLO

t(r.5

LES

RULO

RLLO

RES

RULO

RLLO

RI;.S

RLLO

RES

RES

-L2

-6
îz

-T

+6

+14

+II
+10

+'l

+5

-r 
-1

-2

-3
.T

2

0

a

2

¿

J

4

3

J

3

I

2

2

.ot

^l

.05

.05

nl

.0I

.05

.0r
NS

NS

.05

.01

NS

cr - .05

I(EY: LULO

LLLO

LES

RULO

RLLO

RDS

Left Upper Lateral Oblique

Left Lower Lateral Oblique

Left Erector Spinae

Right Upper Lateral Oblique

Right. Loh¡er Lateral Oblique

Right. Erector Spinae
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rccruitcd last whcn tho trunk was approximatcly lraLfway bcl-wecn midlinc

and the extremc right position and it showed peak acLivity when the

trunk was approximately halfway between the extreme right position and

midline.



CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION
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MI]ASURI]MENT OI? IìOT1\TION

(Please note Tables 7 to 10 in the Results).

A non-invasive technigue for measuring thoracolumbar rotation

was developed and used to measure the amount of axial rotation in 20

female subjects. using ptastic thoracic and pe].vic airdles and an

attached electrogoniometer, it was for:nd that, when the thoracic qirdle

was aligned with the T1g spinous process, the average amount of rota-

tion to each of the right and left sides vüas approximately 24o, for a

total side-to-side rotation of 4Bo.

The average totaL amount of rotation found in this studv differs

substantially from the amount of 36.50 measured by Gregersen and Lucas

(1967) and the r9o derived from the literaturc by white and panjabi

(1978) for the Tr0 to sacrum spinal segment" However, as mentioned

previousry, the data in the Gregersen and Lucas study were coÌrected

from a very smalr number of subjects and therefore were possibry not

representative of the general population. Also, because an invasive

technique was used, pain may have limited the amount of trunk rotation

that the subjects could perform. The values cited by White and panjabi

(1978) were derived from a review of the literature that did not include

the work of Gregersen and Lucas (1967) on the thoracol-unrbar spine or of

Lumsden and Morris (1968) on the L¿-st spinar segment, and therefore

rnost likely represent data from ex¡:erLment.s on cadaver s¡recimens which

slrould not be compared to i.n Diuo data.
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It is also possj5le that the goniometer used in the present

study measured the anrount of rotation in a spinal segment longer than

T1g to the sacrum" On the basis of the preliminary study it v,¡as felt

that the spinal segment being measured was T1g to the sacrum; however

because the technique used to measure rotation \Áras non-invasive, a

precise delimitation of the spinal segment was not possible. In order

Lo compare the anu¡unt of rotation across subjects it is essential- thaL

the same spinal segment be measured in each case. The variation in the

amount of rotation between the 20 subjects in this study was low as

indicated by the standard deviations of 4.3 and 4.8 during left and

right turns respectively in Trial I, and of 4.3 and 4.1 for left and

right turns during Trial 2. Therefore, it would appear that, by

aligning the thoracic girdle with the T16 spinous process, the same

spinal segment is being measured in each subject"

When the results of this investigation are studied, it can be

seen that the amount of rotation to the l-eft. was less in Trial 2 for

13 (65t) subjects and during rotation to the right was less in Trial-

2 for 14 (70%) subjects. This could be the result of a variety of

factors such as fatigue, discomfort, slipping of the girdles, lack of

effort on the part of the subjects or r¡nreliability of the electro-

goniometer. To decrease the possiJcle effect of fatigue, subjects were

allowed to rest for lO minutes between trials. Discomfort from the

restriction of the girdles might also accor¡nt for the discrepancy. In

this case, however, a greater difference would be expected in the data

for Trial 2 between subjects in Group A who rested with the girdles in

pÌace and subjects in Group B who rested with the girdles off" No
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significant difference kras found beLween the two groups during TriaÌ

2, although it could be argued that removal of the girdles for I0

minutes had no effect on the discomfort experienced by the subject

when the girdles $¡ere reapplied and the subject was required to per-

form the rotation exercise for the second time. Movement of the bodv

inside the girdles, or slipping, could also lead to a decrease in

rotation from Trial 1 to Trial 2. If this were the case, the amount

of rotation recorded from subjects in Group B during Trial 2 should

have been greater than that from Group A during TriaÌ 2 as t.he girdj-es

were reapplied securely to the subjects in Group B at the beginning of

Tria1 2" However, no significant difference was found and it b/as con-

cl-uded thaÈ slipping did not contribute to the decrease in rotation in

the second trial. To ensure that the effort put forth by the subjects

was si¡nilaro aJ-1 subjects were instructed to rotate as far as possible

to each side during both trials of the exercise and the cadence of the

met.ronome was constant throughout the experiment. However, because

the second trial was familiar, subjects may not have tried as hard on

t-hc sccond trial with a consequent loss of several cìegrees of movemcrrt.

To l-est the reliability of the goniometer, it was first. esta-

blished that the subjects in Groups A and B were statistically similar

wiLh respect to rotation when t.he same procedure, that. ì-s, the protocol

of Trial- l, was applied to them. If, prior to Trial 2, the goniometer

was applied differently to Group A from Group B, a significant differ-

ence in the amor¡nt of rotation would be expected if the goniometer were

unreliable. The null hypothesis for this reasoning was that there was

no difference in the amount of rotation between Group A and Group B
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during Tria1 2. The difference between tirc two groups proved to be

not significant. and thereforc-. thc null ìry¡rothcsis was acccpl-ed. WhiLc

it would appear that the goniometer used in this study was reliabLe, a

further investigation could be carried out in which more repet.itions

are required.

The mean difference in the amount of rotation between Trial 1

and TriaL 2, whil-e statistically significant to the right, is smaì_J_--

l.60 to the lefÈ and I.7o to the right. The discrepancy is attributed

to decreased effort on the part of the subject during the second

trial.

MUSCLtr ACTTVITY DURING ROTATION

COMPARTSON OF THE DATA TO THOSE OF PREVIOUS STUDIES

Few investigators have studied the role of the abdominal muscles

during tn¡nk rotation in the sitting position. Walters and Partridge

(1957) ar¡d Partridge and lValters (1959) found that rotation of the

trunk in the sitting position was executed almost entirel_y by the

internal oblique muscle $¡ith little participation from ¡he external

obligue muscle. If the muscles that they designated as internaf obli-

que and external oblique h/ere considered to be the lower lat.eral oblique

and up¡ler Ìateral obliquc respectivcly, thc cìata from t-hc lrrcsenL stucìy

do not. support the findings of these two researchers. It was found in

tlte prcsent, investigation that both the upper and lower lateral oblique

muscles were active throughout the cycle of rotation with both
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contralateraL and ipsilateral upper lateral obliques recruited first

in the cycle, followed soon after by thc ipsilatcral lowcr latcral

obÌique. During rotation the contral-ateral upper l-at.eral oblique and

the ipsilateral l-ower l-ateral oblique showed the greatest amount of

electrical activity of the six muscles studied and there was no siqni-

ficant difference in their level- of activity.

Carman et al. (1971) observed that the contralateral cxternal

oblique was the most active muscLe during trunk rotation. The results

of the present study agree with those of Carman et al-. (1971) in that

the contralateral upper lateral oblique showed the greatesÈ amount of

electrical activity, however, there \¡/as no significant difference

between the amount. of electrical activity of the contralateral upper

l-ateral oblique, and the ipsilateral lower lateraÌ oblique.

The statement of Farfan (1975) that the oblique abdominal muscles

are chiefly responsible for producing a torque on the lumbar spine is

supported by the data from this study" The upper lateral- obtique

muscles become active early in the rotation cycle and the muscles that

show the greatest amount of electrical activity during rotation are

the contralateral upper lateral oblique and the ipsilateraL lower

lateral oblique"

In studies of the erector spilae muscle, Portnoy and Morin

(1956) found that this muscle was active bilaterally during t.runk rota-

tion and that the muscle of either side could predominate regardless

of t-hc direction of rotation. In the present st-udy it was also observed

that boLh left and right erector spinae muscles were active during trunk

rotation, however the ipsilateral muscle was significant.Iy more acLive
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than the contral-ateral- in the majority of sr:bjects (95% during rota-

tion to the left, 7Os. during rotation to the right) .

Morris et al. (1962) and waters and Morris (1970) observed that

the ipsilateral erector spinae is active during trunk rotation and thev

stated that this activity served to stabitize the trunk rather than to

initiate movement. The opinion that erector spinae does not initrate

rotation is supported by the present study. onset positions of bot-h

contralateral and ipsitaterar erector spinae were significantty dif-

ferent from those of the upper lateral obliques which became active at

the beginning of the rotation cycle. I,ühile it may be possibl_e that

the erector spinae acts as a stabilizer, the greater amount of el-ectri-

car activity in the ipsilaterar muscl-e suggests that the muscle may, ln

fact, have a role in rotation pe? se"

ilonsson (1970) found that the ipsilateral il-iocostalis and the

contralateral- longissimus in the lower lumbar area rvere active durinq

l-rturk rotation. No attempt was made in the present study to distin-

guish between the individual segments of ercctor s¡>inae in the lower

lumbar area aso according to major anatomy texts, the muscle does not

divide into three coLumns untir the upper l-umbar area (Gray's Anatomy,

\973¡ Hollinshead, 1976¡ Grant's Method, l_9g0). However, the finding

that erector spinae \¡ias active bilaterarry during both left and riqht
phases of the rotation cycle is not inconsistent with the observations

of Jonsson (1970).

Þnisch and Basmajian (1972) observed t.hat the ì-ong back muscles

in the lrunbar area were active during tn:nk rotation atthough they were

ress active than the same muscres in the thoracic region. They also
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found that the lunbar muscfes were active cont.ralaterally in 568 of

subjects, ipsilaterally in 12% of subjects and showed act.ivity

unrelated to the side of rotation in 288 of subjects with the activity

being even more inconsistent when the subjecL reLurned to the starting

position from the rotated position. The levels of electrical activity

found in the present study do not support the findings of Donisch anci

Basmajian (1972) " During roÈation to the left, 85% of the subjects

showed greater activity in the ipsilateral erector spinae, l5a in the

contralateral muscle; during rotation to the right I IOZ of subjects

showed greater activity in the ipsilateral erector spinae, 303 in the

contralateral muscle. The onset and peak positions of the erector

spinae muscles Ì^rere, however, very variable. During rotation to the

Ieft, peak activity of the right erector spinae occurred in 63% of sub-

jects when the trunk reached the extreme left position and began to

return to the midline, in effect, when the trunk was rotating to the

right. During rotation to the right, peak activity of the left erector

spinae occurred in 638 of subjects when thc trunk reachcd the extreme

right position and began to return to the midlin<,', in effect, when the

trur¡k was rotatinq to the left.

Afanasiev (1980) observed that. there was a difference in acti-

vity levels between right and left long back muscles only in the

thoracic region with the ipsilateral muscles predominating in trunk

rotation. Again, the data from the present study do not support the

inference that no difference exists in activity levels of long back

muscles in the lumbar area. There r,Jas a statistically significant

difference in the electrical activity of each erector spinae between
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rotation to the left. and rotation to the right.

1l*o previous studies have investigated the slmultaneous role of

abdominal and back muscles during tn¡nk rotation. cartsöö (l_961) pro-

posed that the deep back muscles initiate rotation 'n/ith the lateral
abdominaÌ muscres being mobilized secondariry. The findings of the

present study do not support this sequence of recruitment as it was

observed that the two upper lateral obliques and the ipsilateral- Iower

laterar oblique became active at a point in the rotation cycre before

the two erector spinae muscles became active. Rab et al. (1977), in

their study of cadaver specimens, determined that the contral-ateral

cxternal oblique and quadratus l-umborum plus t-hc ipsilal-eraI i¡rtcrn.rl

obJ.ique and erector spinae are active in trunk rotation. Because the

study was conducted with post mortem material. investiqation of t.he

recruit¡nent of muscres was impossibl-e. Data from the present study

support the assertion that the contral_ateral upper l-ateral_ oblique

and ipsilaterar l-ower lateral oblique and erector spinae, afiìong other

muscl-es, are active during trunk rotation.

P.OSSIBLE ROLES OF MUSCLES DURING ROTATTON

fn order to discuss the function of the anterolateral abdorninal

and crcctor spinac muscles during rotation, it is necessary t.o llave a

classificat.io. of muscle function. That of c,owj tzke arrd Mil-ner (1980)

wiÌl be used and is presented in Tabte 31..

As can be seen from Tables ll--16, the amount of electrical accr_

vity observed in each of the six muscles under investigation was very

variabl-e from person to person. The variation may be due to the fact
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TABLE 31. CLASSIFICATION OF MUSCI,E FT]NCTION

1. PRIME MOVER - A muscle that makes the major contribution to

movement.

2. ANTAGONIST - A muscle whose action is opposite to that of the prì_me

mover and which is siLent when the prime mover contracts strongly.

3. SVNERGIST - A muscle which cooperates with the prime mover so as

to enhance movement"

(a) Conjoint Synergist - T!úo muscLes that. act together to ¡:roduce

a movement which neither could produce alone.

(b) Neutralizing or Counteracting Synergist - Muscles that contract

to prevent undesirable movement that would result. from Lhe

unopposed action of another muscle or muscles that cross rwo

or more joints.

(c) Stabilizing Synergists - Muscles that contract to stabilize

more proximal joints so that the distal segments can move

effectiveLv"

(Gowitzke and Milner, 1980, pp. 107-109)
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that the electrical output of the muscle during rotation was expressed

as a percentage of a maximum voluntary contraction of that muscLe anrl it

was not possible to determine if the MVC, in fact, represented the

maximum possibJ-e output for that muscLe. It may be also that. differ-

ences in body length between subjects resul"t in muscles moving l-ever

arms of varying lengths with more effort required Lo move a longer

Iever arm. No attempt was made in this study to correlate muscl-e

activity with body length and possibly this relationship should be

investigated" The variation in muscle activity might also be attri-

buted to biological differences although this appears unlikely when

the data are compared to Èhose for rotation which have a much smaller

variance "

Despite the variation, a pattern of activity is evident. I,Jith

the exception of the left upper Ìateral oblique, Lhe muscl-es are signi-

ficar-rtly more active during rotation Lo o¡re sidc t-han to t.hc other wil-h

the right upper lateral oblique, left lower lateral obJ-ique and left

erector spinae muscl-e more active during rotation to the left, and the

left upper lateral oblique. right Lower lateral oblique and right

erector spinae more active during rotation to the right. On the basis

of this greater eLectrical- activity during rotation to a particular

side, these muscles can be termed prime movers. In addition, recruit-

menL of these muscles aLso followed a pattern with the upper fateral

obliques and ipsilateral l-ower lateral- oblique becoming active at Lhe

beginning of the cycle before activity began in the ipsilateral erector

spinae (see Table 26\. Across the 20 subjects there is no consistent

Irat.tern of activity in either ¡reak positions or in cessation positions.
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However, in 72? of the subjects, peak activity occurs in the upper

l-ateral obliques before the trunk reaches the position of extreme rota-

tion while the peak activity of both erector spinae muscles and the

contralateral lower Lateral- obligue occurs after the trunk begins to

move from the position of extreme rotation back to the midline. No

consistent pattern of activity is evident in the cessation positions.

1n l-hc rnajorit.y of subjccts, alI six rnuscÌcs woro acLivc througlr-

out the cycle of rotation. llowcver, during rotal-iorr to the lcft, t.hc

right. fower lateral oblique was totally inactive in five subjects (25%)

and the right erector spinae was inactive in one subject (5n"). During

rotation to the right, the reft rower lateral- obrique was inactive in

one subject (52¡ and the left erector spinae vras inactive in one sub-

ject (5e"). This inactivity wouLd be predicted on the basis of recip-

rocal irùribition of antagonists when prime movers are strongly active

(Guyton, 1976; Gowitzke and Milner, 1980) " The fact that. inactivity is

seen in so few subjects is surprising and suggests that these muscles

have an important function, perhaps synergistic, during rotation.

Ot¡c of Lho funcl-io¡rs of t-hc contralal-cral lowcr l.al-eraL obliqucs

during rotation could be that of pulling Lhe t-runk back to midline from

the position of extreme rotation to the opposite side. For inst.ance,

the right lower Lateral oblique acts to pull Lhe trunk back toward

midline from the extreme left position. This concept is supported by

the fact that in 79e. of the l-9 subjects in which it was act,ive, the

peak activity of the left l-ower lateral oblique during rotation to the

right occurred after the extreme right position was reached and the

trunk began to turn back toward midline. Correspondingly, in 60e" of
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the l-5 subjects in which it was active, the peak activity of the right.

Iower lateral oblique during rotation to the left occurred after the

extreme }eft position was reached and the trunk began to turn back

toward midline" Therefore, the contralateral rower lateral obrique

could be considered as a prime mover for trunk rotation from the exc.reme

opposite position.

In addition, there is some similarity in the pattern of activity

of the contralateral lower laÈeral- oblique and erector spinae muscles.

During rotation to the left the average amount of electrical activity

put forth by the right lower latcral oblique was l.6qr of MVC and that of

thc right erector spinae was 9& of MVc; during rot.atio¡.r to the rig¡t

Lhe average amor:nt of eLectrical- activity put forth by the left rower

lateral oblique was lls" of MVC and that of the left erector spinae was

l0% of MVC" There was no significant difference in the amount. of

el-ectrical activity between these two contralateral muscl-es durinq rota-

tion. Also, during rotation to the left, there r^/as no significant dif-

ference in the onset positions of the right lower lateral oblique and

the right erector spinae; whire during rotation to the right there was

no significant difference between the onset positions of the left lower

lateral oblique and the left erector spinae. This simirarity in acti-

vity between the anteriorl-y placed contralateral lower Iateral oblique

anrl t-hc'pos.;Lcri.ol:ì,y placc<ì cont.ral¿rLcra.l. cr:r-,cl-or: srPi¡¡¡1. sugc¡csLs tlrat

these two muscles may act together as stabilizing synergists to study

the upper trunk as it rotates on the fixed pelvis.

The erector spinae muscle may have another function besides

acting as a prime mover during rotation to the ipsilateral side and as
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a stabilizing synergist \.{ith the lower lateral oblique during rotation

to the contralaLeral side. The two erector spinae muscles may act as

neutralizing or counteracting slmergists to prevent trunk fLexion

during the contraction of the anteriorly placed contralateral lower

lateral oblique which works to pull the trunk back to midline from the

cxLreme opposit-e position. The tendency for Lrunk flexion to occur is

increased when the upper limbs are raised in front of the body, as they

were in this experiment, in effect, creating a lever arm with a force

that lies anterior to the centre of mass of the bodv and which would

pull the trunk into flexion. When the peak activity positions of the

erecLor spilae muscles are compared to that of the contralateral lower

lateral oblique during rotation, it can be seen that, although signi-

ficantly differentn peak activity in alf muscles occurred when the trunk

was moving from the extreme opposite position back toward midline. In

addition, the levels of electricat activity of the contralateral lower

latcral oblique compared to thosc of tha crcctor s¡rinac musclcs show no

significantdif ference during t.runk rot,ation (see Tablcs 12 and 13).

In summaryn it would appear that the erector spinae muscles have

three possible functions during thoracolumbar rotation: as prime movers,

as stabilízíng slmgerists and as neutralizing synergists.

The ipsilateral upper l-ateral oblique muscle is strongly actj.ve

during rotation, ranking third in amount of activity after the contra-

l-ateral upper l-ateral- oblique and the ipsilateral lower lateral oblique,

two of the prime movers" This large amount of electrical- activity sug-

gests that the muscle must pJ-ay a specific role during trunk rotat.ion.

If the amount of elect.rical activity put forth by the ipsilateral and
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contralateral upper lateral oblique muscles were equal, rotat.ion would

likely be prevented and the tendency instead woul-d be toward trunk

flexion. However, this was not the case, the contraLateral upper

lateral obligue was significantly more active than its ipsilateral

counterpart. !ùhen the pattern of muscl-e activity is examined, it can

be seen that there was no significant difference in the position of

onset of muscle activity in the t'ó¡o upper lateral- oblique muscles during

rotation to the left or right. IÈ is proposed that the ipsilateral

upper Lateral oblique contracts simultaneously v/ith the contralateral

upper l-ateral obJ-ique in order to stabil-ize the aponeurotic sheath of

the rectus abdominis muscle and the ]inea alba. This will- create a

firm base from which the contrafateral upper lateraL obJ-ique muscle,

working with reversed origin and insertion, can contract to pull the

upper t.runk into rotation.

/\PPLICATION

One of the purposes of this study vras to establish normal base-

line data which could later be compared to data obtained from femafe

subjects with adolescent. idiopathic scoliosis in order to determine if

differences exist between the two groups. A non-invasive technique was

deveroped to measure the range of spinal rotation and was used, in con-

junction with electromyography, to pinpoinÈ specific positional evenrs

in the activity of anterolateral abdominal- and erector spinae muscÌes

during thoracolumbar rot.ation. Àn average rangc of movement was esta-

blishcd for rotal-ion in a spinal segment from the T1g spinous process
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to the sacrum and can be compared to the range in the same seg:ment in
subjects with scoliosis. patterns of muscle activity were found in
the majority of subjects and specific functions for the muscles have

been proposed. These patterns can be compared to those of scoliotic
subjects to determine if there is a difference in muscl_e funct.ion.

The combination of erectromyography of abdominal and back

muscles and electrogoniometry of the thoracolumbar spine could also be

used to investigate the patterns of muscre activity that, occur in
normal persons during various types of rocomotion. This, in turn,
might be appJ-ied to investigation of range of movemenL and muscle acti-
vity in subject,s with different types of spinar pathology. Arso, Lhe

same technigue could be used in ergonomic studies to investigate trunk

movement and the role of trunk muscles during the performance of upper

or }ower limb activities 
"

Knowledge of the patterns of vertebral movement and of the func-

tion of abdominal and back muscles is essential- for those heal-th care

personnel who are invol-ved in the prevention of spinal pathology as

wcll as in the early treatment and rehabilitation of persons with spj-nal

dysfunction- rnquiry into the mechanisms of movement is essentiaL as it
is only through an understanding of the normar organism that. insight.

into the nature of dysfunction can be qained,
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The purpose of this st.udy rÁras to establish a non-invasive

technigue for measuring thoracolunibar rotation of the spine and co

investigate the activity of the anterolateral and erector spinae

muscres during spinal rotation in normal female subjects. This was

done in order to estabrish normal baseline dat.a for a subsequent

study of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis.

fui electrogoniometer was deveì-oped which could measure hori-

zontal rotation in a defined spinal segment. rt was attached to the

body of the subject by thermoprast.ic thoracic and pelvic girdles. The

accuracy and reliability of the goniometer were checked and found to

be within accepta-ble Limits.

The results of a cadaver survey and a pilot study indicated that

specific areas in which external oblique and. internal obligue could

be isolated could not be found consistently from subject to subject.

Therefore, Lhe anterolaterar muscles were considered as a group and

surface electrodes \^tere pJ-aced as follows: on thc lefL uPpcr lateral

obrique, left rower lateral- obrique, reft erector spinae, right upper

laterar oblique, right lower laterar oblique and right erector spinae.

To facilitate evaluation, the raw EMG signal was converted into

a l-inear envelope by fulr h¡ave rectification and row pass filtering

processing. The goniometer tracing and EMG signal were recorded

simull-aneously on a moving chart.

Twenty healthy femal-e volunteers \¡/ere required to perform a

defined. rotation exercise while in the sitting position. The exercise

consisted of five cycles of rot,ation done to a cadence set by a metronone.
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Each cycre involved turning from the midline to one side, back to

midline, to tl¡e opposite sÍde and back to midline. The complete exer-

cise was performed twice with a Len minute rest between trials.

The amount of rotation to each side was measured from the gonio-

meter tracing. The amount of electrical activity generated by each

muscle was determined by measuring the area of the linear envelope

over a specific period of time, giving an integrat,ed erectromyogram"

The resurtant value vJas expressed as a percentage of the integrated

EMG of the maximum volunt,ary contraction for that, muscle. The posi-

tions of the onsetn peak and cessation of muscl-e activity were marked

on the chart, compared to the goniometer tracing. and were ultimately

expressed as points occurring at a specific percentage of the totar

rotation cycle"

The total average anount, of thoracolumbar rotat,ion in the

spinal segrment measured from the T1g spinous process to the sacrum

was 48o. AII six muscJes were active during both left and right phases

of the rotation cycre except in a few subjects. Muscle function was

classified according to the system proposed by Gowitzke and Milner

(Ì98o). The muscles showing the greatest. amount of electrical acti-

vity were considered to be prime movers and these were the conLra-

laterar upper laterar oblique, the ipsilaterar lower lateral obl_i-

que and the ipsiratera} erector spinae. The contralateral lower

laÈeraL oblique appears to function as a prime mover to purl the trunk

back toward the midline from the extreme ipsilateral position. The

muscles dispraying less el-ectrical activity were considered to be

synergists" It is proposed that the contral-ateral lower lateral oblique,
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in addition to its fu¡rction as a prime mover, acts as a stabilizing

synergist with the erector spinae of the same side. These two muscles

steady the upper trunk as it rotates over the fixed pelvis. The

erector spinae muscle, besides acting as a prime mover ipsilaterally

and a stabilizing synergist contral-aterallYr maY act bilaterally as

a neutralizing slmergist to prevent tmnk flexion that might resuLt

during contracÈion of the contralateral lower Lateral obligue as the

trunk rotates from the extreme ipsilateral position back to midline "

The role of the ipsilateral upper lateral oblique may be that of

stabilizer for the aponeurotic sheath of rectus abdominis and the linea

alÌ¡a. This stabilization would allow the contralateral upper lateral-

oblique to contract \,rith reverse origin and insertion in order to

effect rotation of the upper trunk.
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EXAMPLE OF WILCOXON

PAIRED OBSERVATIONS

SIGNED-RANKS TEST

(SokaL and Rohlf,

FOR TVÙO GROUPS, ARRANGED

r98r_).

Mean Integrated Electrical Act.j_vity Levels of the

eral Oblique Muscle Compared to Those of the Left

Muscle During Rotation to the Left"

Left Lower Lat-

Erector Spinae

(1)
LLLO

(2)
LES

(3)
D

(4)
RANK (R)

19

93

5t

33

18

4ó

a1

23

19

19

14

66

25

IO

o

¿4

27

94

30

¿¿!

I9

I
20

I7

4

6

I8

11

l5

6

t1

L7

9

A

l8
25

12

I1

32

56

+0

+92

+Ì7

+t6

+L4

+22

+4

+L2

i.+

fIJ

TJ

+49

+16

+6

-18

-l
+15

+83

-z

-32

+1

+18

fLz

+1I

+g

+t4

+5

+7

+5

rÕ

f¿l

+16

+1I

+6

-l_3

-2

+10

+17

-3

-L5



1"

2.

181 .

The differences are computed between the 20 pairs of observations.

These are entered in Col_umn (3) Iabel_l_ed D.

The differences are ranked from the smal-lest to the largest with-

out regard to sign"

The original signs of the differences are assigned to t.he ranks.

The positive and negat,ive ranks are summed separatery. rn this

case, the sum of posit.ive ranks = 154.0 and the sum of negative

ranks = 33-o" The sum that is smarrer in absolute vaì-ue, Ts is

compared with the values in Table 30 (sokal and Rohl-f, 1gg1) for

n=20"

since Ts = 33.0, which is equar to or ress than the enLrv for two-

tailed q = "ol in the tabre, Lhe observed difference is significant

at the LB level. Mean integrated erectrical activity in the Left

lower laterar obrique muscle is significantly d.ifferent from thar,

of the l-eft erector spinae muscle during roÈation to the reft.

J.

¿d.


